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Graphic Controls Guide

Quick Guide to Creating and Using a From
The basic steps required to generate a form are as follows:

1. If graphics screen not already open call the InitGraphics function to open it now.

2. Call the StartNewForm function clear out any previous form data and initialise data ready
for a new form.

3. Use the AddControl function to add the required controls to the form.

4. Assign any existing user data values to the controls (if required).

5. Call the DrawForm function to draw form. DrawForm begins with a clear screen so any
previous drawing will be cleared.

6. Main Form processing - steps (6) to (9). Call the TouchCheck function to wait for a control
to be "touched". Once a control has been touched,the code in the include will process any
actions required and then return to the calling program.

7. The TouchCheck function will return the id of the control just touched/processed. It will also
perform any additional actions required as a result of the control being touched. For exam-
ple a "Save" Button being touched will require some code to retrieve the various control da-
ta values and save them somewhere and a "Close" button will require some code to move
the program processing on the next stage e.g.: go to step (10).

8. Go to step (6) and keep looping until such time as the form processing is complete.
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9. To display/process a new form or return to a previous form simply repeat steps (2) through
(9). Only one form can be active at any one time with each set of form data being loaded
when required.

Graphic Controls User Functions (APIs)
The idea was to mimic a Windows DLL where all internal processing is hidden from the users and
all communication with the DLL was via the provided APIs. Functions and Sub-Routines Names
within GraphicControls.bas beginning with a "_" character are internal routines not meant to be
called by user programs. They may change in future releases.

The various predefined constants mentioned in the following descriptions are all defined in the
GraphicConstants.bas file. They are all Prefixed with ‘bc’ (Basic Constant) in order to distinguish
them for other program variables.

AddControl( pCtrlType, pCtrlCaption$, pCaptionTextColour,
pCaptionBackground, pDataTextColour, pDataBackground, pTop, pLeft,
pMiddle, pWidth, pHeight, pFontSize, pStyle$ )
The AddControl Function adds a control to the current form. 13 variables are used to define each
control. These variables define such things as the colours to be used when drawing the control
and the rectangular size of the control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlType - Defines the type of control to be added to the form.

Predefined Constants:

❑ bcFRMDISPLAY = 1 - Display Text Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlDisplay=AddControl(bcFRMDISPLAY,"Display",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcGRAY,bcLGRAY,
    440,20,120,360,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlDisplay,"Test Harness")

Similar to String control but not up datable.

Click Processing: The ID of the Display control is passed back the the calling pro-
gram.

❑ bcFRMSTRING = 2 - Text Input Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlString=AddControl(bcFRMSTRING,"String",bcLGRAY,bcGRAY,bcRED,bcWHITE,
    490,20,120,360,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlString,"Version Number")

Used for small string values (< 60 chars?).
Click Processing: Invokes a full screen graphic Input panel so the string value can be
edited, updates the displayed control data value and the ID of the control is passed
back the the calling program.
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Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently displayed Data string value.

Example Graphic Input Panel:

@@@@@

Note: The Keyboard shown in the lower half of the screen does not appear if an ex-
ternal keyboard is being used.
The Graphic Input panel includes the following buttons:

✔Home - Moves Cursor to Start of String Value.
✔Left Arrow - Moves Cursor to Left.
✔Right Arrow - Moves Cursor to Right.
✔End - Moves Cursor to End of String.

Insert - Toggles between Insert and Overwrite mode.
Enter - Close Input panel and return updated String Value.
✔Cancel - Cancel Input. Any changes made will be lost.

❑ bcFRMTEXT = 3 - Long Text Input Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlText=AddControl(bcFRMTEXT,"Text",bcLMAGENTA,bcGRAY,bcMAGENTA,bcWHITE,
    540,20,120,360,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlText,"Text-Key"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"sgsgsg fhfhfh gagag fjffk skskssk”+bcROOFSYM$
    +”dkfkffk ddkfkkf ffkfkfk”+bcROOFSYM+bcROOFSYM$+”dhddjdjjdj shshshsh")

Used for (very) long strings.

Only first 8 characters are shown in the Control. Value is stored as a string with all
bcCRLF$ characters replaced with bcROOFSYM$. The bcCRLF$ characters are
restored when the value is about to be edited.

Click Processing: Invokes the Text Input method so the long string value
( Eg: "sgsgsg fhfhfh gagag fjffk skskssk
  dkfkffk ddkfkkf ffkfkfk

  dhddjdjjdj shshshsh"  )
can be edited,the displayed control data value is updated and the ID of the control is
passed back the the calling program.

Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns the current string Title Text concatenated with
the String Value separated by a bcRECBREAK$ character.

❑ bcFRMSELECT = 4 - A sort of horizontal Combo Box Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlSelect=AddControl(bcFRMSELECT,"Select",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    590,20,120,360,40,20, bcALLOWNEW$+bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlSelect,"Select"+bcRECBREAK$+"Apple"+bcRECBREAK$+"Banana"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Grapefruit"+bcRECBREAK$+"Kiwi"+bcRECBREAK$+"Orange"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Peach")
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlSelect,"Kiwi")

Click Processing: If either the Left or Right Buttons on the control are touched then
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the previous (‘Grapefruit’) or next (‘Orange’) entry in the value list is displayed. If the
middle text area of the control is clicked and the bcListOnly$ style has not been
specified, then the Input method is invoked so a new value can be entered. Dupli-
cates entries are not allowed and list order is maintained.

Note:
✔Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently selected/displayed value list en-

try.

✔The Select Caption containing List of Values could have been placed directly
in the AddControl statement but to avoid a very long statement and readabili-
ty the SetCtrlCap command was used.

❑ bcFRMDATE = 5 - Date Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlDate=AddControl(bcFRMDATE,"Date",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcWHITE,
    640,20,120,300,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlDate,"2011-08-21-Sun")

Date format is YYYY-MM-DD-DOW (This was to enable easy record sorting). DOW
is Day of Week Eg: Mon,Tue,Wed,etc.

Click Processing: Draws the Calendar control in the middle of the screen so a new
date value can be selected. If a new date is selected then control data display is

updated with the new date value and then the ID of the control is passed back the
the calling program.

Notes:
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✔Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently displayed date value.

✔ The DateSize variable (default value 40) dictates how big the displayed Cal-
endar control will be. Reduce this value for a smaller control.

❑ bcFRMBUTTON = 6 - Command Button

Code used generate above control:
ctrlButton=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"Close",bcBLACK,bcLGREEN,0,0,
    690,20,0,120,40,20,bcCAPBOLD$)

Click Processing: The ID of the Button control is passed back the the calling pro-
gram.

❑ bcFRMPICTURE = 7 - Picture Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlPicture=AddControl(bcFRMPICTURE,"Picture",0,bcGRAY,0,0,
    70,400,0,200,200,20,bcNOTCLICKABLE$)
For no particular reason the picture has been overlaid with three controls drawn
using the following code:
ctrlMark=AddControl(bcFRMDISPLAY,"Not Shown",0,0,bcYELLOW,bcRED,70,400,
    0,30,30,20,bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlMark,"N")
ctrlTitle=AddControl(bcFRMLABEL,"Cartman.png",bcWHITE,0,0,0,
    210,400,0,200,20,15,bcALIGNCENTRE$)
ctrlEdit=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"Edit",bcYELLOW,bcBLUE,0,0,
    240,520,0,80,30,20,bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$)

Pictures are resized, maintaining the aspect ratio, so they fit within the defined con-
trol rectangle.

Click Processing: The ID of the Button control is passed back the the calling pro-
gram.

❑ bcFRMLABEL = 8 - Label Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlLabel=AddControl(bcFRMLABEL,"Label",bcBLACK,0,0,0,
    16,20,0,580,0,0, bcALIGNCENTRE$+bcDATBOLD$+bcCAPUNDERLINE$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlLabel,"Graphic Controls Test Harness")
Note: An alternative way of coding above would be to replace the “Label” literal in
the AddControl statement with the literal “Graphic Controls Test Harness”. This
would mean the SetCtrlCap statement would no longer be required and could be re-
moved).

Used for headings, help text, etc.
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Uses just the Caption Text colour, Left, Top, Width and Font size parameters. Speci-
fying an alignment style will cause the label text to be draw either on the left, on the
right or centred within the Left and Left+Width coordinates.

Click Processing: None.

❑ bcFRMLISTBOX = 9 - List Box Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    70,20,0,360,180,20,bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlListBox,"ListBox"+bcRECBREAK$+"Central Processing Unit"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Disk"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Keyboard"+bcRECBREAK$+"Mouse"+bcRECBREAK$+"Monitor"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Netbook"+bcRECBREAK$+"Tower")
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlListBox,"Disk")

The Vertical Scroll bar only appears if list size exceeds number of display lines. The
function ModCtrlCap can be used to reload and redraw the List Box Contents if re-
quired.

The functions AddListRow, UpdateListRow and DeleteListRow can be used to
Add, Update and Delete a List Box row directly from program code with having to
reload and redraw all then List Box rows.

Click Processing: If scroll bar area is touched then the new set of scrolled values are
displayed. If a list entry is touched, then the selected entry is highlighted before the
ID of the control is passed back the the calling program.

Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently selected value list entry.

❑ bcFRMCHECKBOX = 10  - Checkbox Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlCheckBox=AddControl(bcFRMCHECKBOX,"CheckBox",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    390,20,120,160,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlData(ctrlCheckBox,"N")
Note: The SetCtrlData command is only included as an example as Checkboxes are
created by default ‘unchecked’.

Useful for Yes/No conditions.

Click Processing: The new state of the Checkbox is drawn and the ID of the Button
control is then passed back to the calling program.
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Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns "Y" if checkbox is checked otherwise it returns
"N".

❑ bcFRMOPTBUTTON = 11  - Option Button Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlOption=AddControl(bcFRMOPTBUTTON,"Option",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    260,20,120,340,120,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlOption,"Options"+bcRECBREAK$+"Toggle CheckBox"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Toggle FileDialog"+bcRECBREAK$ +"Toggle Listview")

Useful for selecting one option from a fixed group of options. Buttons will auto ar-
range within specified rectangular area i.e. controls will be drawn in a column until
rectangle height is reached at which point a new column will be started to the right.

Click Processing: The new state of the Option Button collection is drawn and the text
associated with the clicked Option Button is then passed back the the calling pro-
gram.

Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns the text associated with the currently selected
option button.

❑ bcFRMSPINBUTTON = 12 - Numeric Value Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlSpinButton=AddControl(bcFRMSPINBUTTON,"SB",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    440,400,130,360,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlSpinButton,"SpinButton"+bcRECBREAK$+"1"+bcRECBREAK$+"10"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"1"+bcRECBREAK$+"100")

Useful for selecting a numeric value within a specified range.
Control has four buttons - Down small/large increment and Up small/large increment.

The Caption string for a SpinButton consists of five parts, the Control Label Text, the
Small Increment, the Large Increment, the Minimum Value and the Maximum Value
separated by bcRECBREAK$ characters.

Click Processing: The new calculated value of the SpinButton is drawn and the ID of
the Button control is then passed back the the calling program.

Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns a string containing the Spin Buttons current
numerical value.
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❑ bcFRMFRAME = 13 - Frame Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlFrame=AddControl(bcFRMFRAME,"Frame",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,0,bcLGRAY,
    490,400,0,360,190,20,bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+BS$)
ctrlFString1=AddControl(bcFRMSTRING,"FString1",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcWHITE,
    530,420,120,320,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+BS$)
ctrlFString2=AddControl(bcFRMSTRING,"FString2",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcWHITE,
    580,420,120,320,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+BS$+bcDISABLED$)

Not really a Frame in the true sense, more a rectangular area in which other controls
can be grouped/drawn.

Once a Frame has been loaded any controls added following the Frame whose di-
mensions are completely within the Frame area will be assumed to be a child of the
parent Frame.

By establishing this relationship enables the Hide/Show and Disable/Enable Control
commands use against the Frame to also Hide/Show and Disable/Enable all the
child controls within the Frame area.

Note: A Frame EnableCtrl command will only enable controls previously disabled
via a Frame DisableCtrl command. Controls within the Frame disabled directly via a
DisableCtrl command will not be enabled. They will need enabling directly via an
EnableCtrl command. The same rule applies to any directly hidden controls.

Click Processing: None.

❑ bcFRMSHAPE = 14 - Shape Control.

Code used generate above shapes:
shpRect=AddControl(bcFRMSHAPE,"Rect",bcBLACK,bcBLUE,0,0,
    150,840,0,200,120,0,bcSHAPEFILL$)
shpOval=AddControl(bcFRMSHAPE,"Oval",bcBLACK,bcYELLOW,0,0,
    150,840,0,200,120,0,bcSHAPEFILL$)
shpCirc=AddControl(bcFRMSHAPE,"Circle",bcBLACK,bcRED,0,0,
    150,840,0,200,120,0,bcSHAPEFILL$)
shpLineV=AddControl(bcFRMSHAPE,"Line",bcWHITE,bcWHITE,0,0,
    150,940,0,0,120,10,””)
shpLineH=AddControl(bcFRMSHAPE,"Line",bcWHITE,bcWHITE,0,0,
    210,840,0,200,0,1,””)
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The control caption indicates what shape is to be drawn. Caption should be set to
"Line", "Rect", "Oval" or "Circle".

The Top, Left, Width and Height parameters define the shape's size. For a circle
which ever is the smaller of the Width and Height will define the diameter of the cir-
cle.

Shapes are drawn using the Caption Text colour as the Border colour.

Assigning style bcSHAPEFILL$ causes drawn shape to be filled with the Caption
Background colour.

The Font size parameter sets the line thickness - default setting is 1.

Click Processing: The ID of the Button control is passed back the the calling pro-
gram.

❑ bcFRMCOMBOBOX = 15 - Combo Box Control.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlComboBox1=AddControl(bcFRMCOMBOBOX,"ComboBox1",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    70,840,130,410,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALLOWNEW$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlComboBox1,"ComboBox1"+bcRECBREAK$+"Apple"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Banana"+bcRECBREAK$+"Cherry"+bcRECBREAK$+"Peach"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Plum"+bcRECBREAK$ +"Tangerine")

Drop Down List Box.

if Control Style bcALLOWNEW$ specified then new entries can be added, Default is
not to allow new entries.

The Drop Down list will auto size for up to max of 10 entries. This maximum will be
reduced if required space both above and below control is too small.

If more entries than display rows present then a vertical scroll bar will be added to list
display to enable values to be scrolled.

Click Processing: Touch down arrow to display drop down list (or drop "up" list if con-
trol too close to bottom of screen). Press Data area to add new entry when allowed.
If a new list entry added or selected, displayed value is updated before the ID of the
control is passed back to the calling program. To close drop down list without making
a selection touch screen anywhere outside of list area.
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Note: Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently selected/displayed value list entry.

❑ bcFRMTIME = 16 - Time Picker.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlTime=AddControl(bcFRMTIME,"Time (h:m:s)",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    500,840,130,140,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=ModCtrlData(ctrlTime,"12:00:00",0)

Operates like SpinButton allowing Hours, Minutes and/or Seconds fields to be ad-
justed.

Click Processing: Click data area (either Hours, Minutes or seconds) to highlight val-
ue to be adjusted and then use up/down buttons to change value. If new value creat-
ed then displayed time is updated before the ID of the control is passed back to the
calling program.

Notes:

✔Width of Control is automatically set allow for required  number of fields (i.e.:
Middle + {6 or 7 * Height} - where Middle can be zero if no Caption required).

✔Function GetCtrlData$ returns the currently displayed Time entry.

● pCtrlCaption$ - Text used to label control when it is drawn.
For SpinButton this field consists of 5 values, the Control Label, Small Increment, Large
Increment, Minimum Value and Maximum Value.

For Select, Combo Box, List Box, Option Button and Spin Button controls this field contains
a set of values. Format is a string of bcRECBREAK$ separated values, consisting of the
controls Caption Value followed by the required data values
 Eg:
"Caption"+bcRECBREAK$+"Data1"+bcRECBREAK$+"Data2"+bcRECBREAK$+"Dat
a3"+...."

For a List Box With the style bcLISTVIEW$ then this string is enhanced further to hold addi-
tional information.". The Caption entry is enhanced to hold the column definitions:

Eg: "Caption"
       changes to

"Caption"
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 +bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a”
+bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a"

  where "coln" is the Column Name,
   "nnn" is the Column Width in pixels (like the control’s dimensions,
   these widths will be automatically scaled to fit the resized control),
   "a" is the Column Alignment - 1=Left, 2=Centre, 3=Right.

Similarly the control's Data values are enhanced to indicate Column Field values

Eg: "Data1" changes to "Da"+bcCOLBREAK$+"t"+bcCOLBREAK$+"a1"

to break the value into 3 column values "Da", "t" and "a1").

● pCaptionTextColour - Defines the colour of the control's Caption Text.
Uses Predefined Constants: See function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pCaptionBackground - Defines the colour of the control's Caption Background area.
Not used by following Controls: Display.
Uses Predefined Constants: See function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pDataTextColour - Defines the colour of the control's Data Text.
Not used by following Controls: Buttons, Display, Frames.
Uses Predefined Constants: See function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pDataBackground - Defines the colour of the control's Data Background area.
Not used by following Controls: Buttons, Display.
Uses Predefined Constants: See function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pTop - Top position of rectangle defining control size.

● pLeft - Left position of rectangle defining control size.

● pMiddle - Offset from Left position defining where label section ends and data section
starts.

If Middle value is zero, labels will not be drawn and the Data area are will occupy full width
of defined rectangle.

If Middle value is equal to the control Width, Data area will not be drawn and the label area
are will occupy full width of defined rectangle.

For a List Box control the pMiddle value specifies the Row Height to be used when drawing
the control.

Not applicable to Labels, Buttons, Frames and Pictures control types.

● pWidth - Width of rectangle defining control size.
Not applicable to Label control types.

● pHeight - Height of rectangle defining control size.
Not applicable to Label control types.

● pFontSize - Font size to be used when drawing control Text.
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● pStyle$ - Used to Customise control.
Concatenate styles together to get desired effect.
 e.g.: bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$ ("iB") will result in a control with an Italic cap-
tion and normal Bold data text.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcCTRLLEFT$ = "m" - Draws Control offset to left of screen centre by Left + Width
dimensions of control.

❑ bcCTRLCENTRE$ = "d" - Draws Control at horizontally centred on the screen.

❑ bcCTRLRIGHT$ = "s" - Draws Control offset to right of screen centre by Left dimen-
sion of control.

❑ bcALIGNLEFT$ = "L" - Left aligns the Caption Text within the Caption Area (default
position).

❑ bcALIGNCENTRE$ = "C" - Centres the Caption Text within the Caption Area.
For Labels text drawn centred on Left coordinate.

❑ bcALIGNRIGHT$ = "R" - Right aligns the Caption Text within the Caption Area.
For Labels text drawn to right of Left coordinate.

❑ bcALIGNDATLEFT$ = "l" - Left aligns the Data Text within the Data Area (default
position).

❑ bcALIGNDATCENTRE$ = "c" - Centres the Data Text within the Data Area.

❑ bcALIGNDATRIGHT$ = "r" - Right aligns the Data Text within the Data Area.

❑ bcCAPBOLD$ = "b" - Sets Caption Text Style to Bold.

❑ bcCAPITALIC$ = "i" - Sets Caption Text Style to Italic.

❑ bcCAPUNDERLINE$ = "u" - Sets Caption Text Style to Underlined.

❑ bcDATBOLD$ = "B" - Sets Data Text Style to Bold.

❑ bcDATITALIC$ = "I" - Sets Data Text Style to Italic.

❑ bcDATUNDERLINE$ = "U" - Sets Data Text Style to Underlined.

❑ bcNOBORDER$ = "-" - Stops Black Line Border being drawn round a Control.
If this Style is set and the Control Caption Background Colour is set to the same val-
ue as the screen colour, the Caption Text will appear like a stand alone Label at the
side of the Control Data Value.

Code used generate above control:
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ctrlOption=AddControl(bcFRMOPTBUTTON,"Option"+bcRECBREAK$+”Toggle CheckBox”
    +bcRECBREAK$+”Toggle FileDialog”+bcRECBREAK$+”Toggle Listview”,
    bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,260,20,120,340,120,20,
    bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$+bcNOBORDER$)
ctrlCheckBox=AddControl(bcFRMCHECKBOX,"CheckBox",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    390,20,120,160,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$+bcNOBORDER$)
chkSound=AddControl(bcFRMCHECKBOX,"Sound",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    390,200,120,160,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+baALIGNBORDER$+bcNOBORDER$)
ctrlDisplay=AddControl(bcFRMDISPLAY,"Test Harness",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcGRAY,bcLGRAY,
    440,20,120,360,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcALIGNRIGHT$+bcNOBORDER$)
rc=SetCtrlData(chkSound,"Y")

Note: The Calendar and the two types of Quick Nav displays will use the same bor-
der style as the control they were invoked from.

bc3DBORDER$ = "3" - Draws a 3D style Border around a Control.
Border is drawn on outside of control thus slightly increasing the overall control size.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox"+"Central Processing Unit"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Disk"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Keyboard"+bcRECBREAK$+"Mouse"+bcRECBREAK$+"Monitor"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Netbook"+bcRECBREAK$+"Tower",
    bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    70,20,0,360,180,20,bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcALIGNRIGHT$))
rc=ModCtrlData(ctrlListBox,"Disk",0)

❑ bcNOTCLICKABLE$ = "k" - Stops Controls reacting to a touch event.
Introduced mainly to prevent a picture used as a background being clicked On.

❑ bcDISABLED$ = "D" - Enables controls to be created disabled.

❑ bcHIDE$ = "H" - Enables controls to be created hidden.

❑ bcALLOWNEW$ = "N" - Applies to Select and Combo Box type controls only.
Allows new entries to be added to a Controls Value List.

Default is not to allow new entries to be added.

❑ bcNOTITLEEDIT$ = "t" - Applies to Text controls only.
Hides the Button used to invoke edit Title field option thus preventing the text being
changed.

❑ bcCHECKBOX$ = "X" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
Adds a CheckBox icon to the start of each displayed row.
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ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox"+"Central Processing Unit"
    +bcRECBREAK$+"Disk"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Keyboard"+bcRECBREAK$+"Mouse"+bcRECBREAK$+"Monitor"+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Netbook"+bcRECBREAK$+"Tower",
    bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    70,20,0,360,180,20,bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcALIGNRIGHT$+bcCHECKBOX$))
rc=ModCtrlData(ctrlListBox,"Keyboard",0

Clicking on a CheckBox will toggle it’s value between crossed and clear.

The function SetClrCheckBox can be used to set or clear a row’s CheckBox value
directly from program code.

Use the function GetCtrlCap$ to retrieve updated entry list then use Split function to
access individual entries.

Use the function GetCtrlData$ to retrieve the currently selected row data.

The program will automatically prefix returned ListBox entries from both the GetCtrl-
Cap$ and GetCtrlData$ functions with either "[_]" or "[X]" to indicate the entries
checked status. See GetCtrlCap$ function for an example.

❑ bcMULTSEL$ = "M" - Applies to a ListBox control with the style bcCHECKBOX$.
Allows multiple lines to be checked.

Default is to allow only one line to be checked.

❑ bcICON$ = "*" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
Causes a small icon to drawn at the start of each data row.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox"
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+bcCOLBREAK$+"Author"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(100)+bcFLDBREAK$+"1"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Title"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(106)+bcFLDBREAK$+"1"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Price"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(70)+bcFLDBREAK$+"3"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Stock"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(54)+bcFLDBREAK$+"2"
+bcRECBREAK$+"Information20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"Cookson"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Northumberland"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£3.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Critical20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"Deighton"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Quiller"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£10.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Exclamation20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"Fry"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Washboard"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£6.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Question20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"King"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Cell It"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£12.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Information20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"McCaffrey"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Pern Dragron"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£5.50"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Critical20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"MacLean"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Navaronne Eagle"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£8.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Exclamation20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
     +"Pratchett"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Plateworld"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£4.75"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$ +"Question20.png"+bcCOLBREAK$
    +"Tolkien"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Mordor Tales"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£1.25"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y",
bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,70,20,0,360,180,20,
bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcLISTVIEW$+bcICON$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)

When the bcICON$ style is used the program expects each line/row of data to begin
with the icon filename (including extension) to be drawn followed by the bcCOL-
BREAK$ character. This is just like adding a further column to the bcLISTVIEW$
data lines but does not require a column definition like other fields. This filename is
used with the PicPath$ parameter to locate the physical file.

Notes:

✔  The icon bitmap files are resized to be the same size as the Font used to
draw the List box. Suggested icon size is 16 x 16 pixels.

✔  The bcICON$ and bcFILEDIALOG$ are mutually exclusive with the bcI-
CON$ style taking priority.

❑ bcFILEDIALOG$ = "F" - Applies to ListBox controls only.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"Folder: /Removable/"+bcRECBREAK$+
“.. <Goto Parent Folder>”+bcRECBREAK$+”MicroSD(d)”+bcRECBREAK$+”SD(d)”
,bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,70,20,0,360,180,20,
bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcFILEDIALOG$+bcALIGNRIGHT)

If assigned then ListBox entries will be formatted as follows:

✔  An Entry beginning with ".." with be displayed as is.

✔  Entries ending with "(d)" will be displayed with a prefixed Folder Icon and the
trailing "(d)" text removed.
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✔All other Entries will be displayed with a prefixed File Icon.

❑ bcLISTBOXRIGHT$ = "x" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
If used ListBox row data will be right aligned (useful for numeric entries).

❑ bcLISTBOXLAST$ = "z" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
If used then each time new ListBox Entry List is changed (using the ModCtrlCap
function) the ListBox will be drawn showing the last entries in the list regardless of
any selection.

❑ bcHIDEGRID$ = "g" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
Turns OFF grid lines - Default is ON.

bcLISTVIEW$ = "v" - Applies to ListBox controls only.
Makes ListBox display data in columns.

Code used generate above control:
ctrlListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Author"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(100)+bcFLDBREAK$+"1"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Title"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(106)+bcFLDBREAK$+"1"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Price"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(70)+bcFLDBREAK$+"3"
+bcCOLBREAK$+"Stock"+bcFLDBREAK$+str$(54)+bcFLDBREAK$+"2"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"Cookson"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Northumberland"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£3.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"Deighton"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Quiller"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£10.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"Fry"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Washboard"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£6.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"King"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Cell It"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£12.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"McCaffrey"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Pern Dragron"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£5.50"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"MacLean"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Navaronne Eagle"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£8.00"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y"
+bcRECBREAK$
     +"Pratchett"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Plateworld"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£4.75"+bcCOLBREAK$+"N"
+bcRECBREAK$
    +"Tolkien"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Mordor Tales"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Â£1.25"+bcCOLBREAK$+"Y",
bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,70,20,0,360,180,20,
bcDATBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcLISTVIEW$+bcICON$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)

❑ bcQUICKNAVA$ = "Q" & bcQUICKNAVN$ = "q" - Applies to ListBox and Combo
Box controls only.

Helps to speed up the row selection of these controls when there is a large number
of rows present.
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If one of these styles is assigned then clicking the Title Bar of a ListBox or the Com-
bo Box control once the drop down list is displayed will result in a dialog being dis-
played. This dialog will allow either the required row number to be selected (style
bcQUICKNAVN$) or the alphabetic character that selected row should start with
(style bcQUICKNAVA$).

Note: The action of the buttons used in this selection process will repeat if the button
is held down.

❑ bcGRAPHIC$ = "G" - Applies to Button controls only.
If used the control caption will be assumed to name the picture in the Basic! Data
Folder to be drawn (sized and centred) on the button face.

Code used to generate above control:
ctrlHelp=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"Question.png",bcBLACK,bcGREEN,0,0,
    670,780,0,60,60,0,bcCAPBOLD$+bcGRAPHIC$)

Picture name should include extension (i.e.: "cartman.png" not just "cartman") and
be located in the Basic! Data folder.

bcFLAT$ = "a" - Applies to Button controls only.
Causes button to be drawn without a raised border.

Code used to generate above controls:
cmdModCapTest=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"ModCapTest",bcLRED,bcRED,0,0,
    690,420,0,140,40,20,bcCAPBOLD$+bcFLAT$)
cmdModDatTest=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"ModDatTest",bcLRED,bcRED,0,0,
    690,600,0,140,40,20, bcCAPBOLD$+bcDISABLED$+bcFLAT$)

❑ bcSHAPEFILL$ = "f" - Applies to Shape controls only.
Shape will be filled with Caption Background colour.

❑ bcHHMMONLY$ = "h" - Applies to Time controls only.
Causes Time control to show just Hours and Minutes fields.
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Code used generate above control:
ctrlTime2=AddControl(bcFRMTIME,"Time (h:m)",bcWHITE,bcGRAY,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN,
    560,840,130,140,40,20, bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+bcHHMMONLY$+bcALIGNRIGHT$)
rc=ModCtrlData(ctrlTime,"06:30",0)

Default is to show Hours, Minutes and Seconds.

❑bcFADEBACK$ = “+” - Applies to Frame Controls only.
Darkens screen display behind frame so highlighting the frames contents.

This style is automatically adopted by the various internal control "popups" (i.e.: Mes-
sageBox, Calendar, QuickNav Panels and ComboBoxDropdown Lists).

❑bcMENUBTN$ = “W” - Applies to Button Controls only.
Causes a graphic button to be drawn with 3 rectangles arranged vertically to mimic
the Android Menu Button.

Code used to generate above control:
ctrlMenu=AddControl(bcFRMBUTTON,"",bcGRAY,bcBLACK,0,0, ~
6,1236,0,40,40,20,bcMENUBTN$+bcFLAT$+bcCAPITALIC$+bcDATBOLD$+BS$)

When pressed the TouchCheck routine returns the value 1082 (Menu Key pressed)
rather than the normal control number.

❑bcMultiLine$ = “=” - Applies to non-Listview style ListBox only.
Usefull for displaying a block of text (eg: help information).

@@@@@@

Code used to generate above control:
ctrlTBLListBox=AddControl(bcFRMLISTBOX,"ListBox",bcBLACK,bcGREEN,bcBLACK,bcLCYAN, ~
58,10,0,w,648,20,bcCAPBOLD$+bc3DBORDER$+bcMULTILINE$+bcQUICKNAVN$+bcHIDEGRID$ ~
+bcEDITABLE$)
rc=SetCtrlCap(ctrlTBLListBox,"Multiline List Box (with QuickNav
N)"+bcRECBREAK$+LstBoxTextVal$)

Where LstBoxTextVal$ has been set to the following value:
LstBoxTextVal$="Changes in this release:"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NS>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>Now uses a graphic routine instead of Basic! 'Input' command to " ~
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+"handle text input."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>New Frame Style bcFADEBACK$ - darkens screen display behind frame " ~
+"so it's easier to see."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>Added the following functions for use with a ListBox " ~
+"Control."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BS>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>FN.DEF GetColClicked(pctrlno) [0=None]."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>FN.DEF GetCheckedState(pctrlno, pIdx) [1=Yes, 0=No]."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>FN.DEF DeleteListRow(pctrlno, pIdx, prender) [only redraws " ~
+"if row deleted is within display rage]."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>FN.DEF UpdateListRow(pCtrlNo, pIdx, pRowData$, pRender) " ~
+"[only redraws if updated row within display range]."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BE>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NE>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"Above style is automatically adopted by the various control 'popups' " ~
+"(i.e.: MessageBox, Calendar, QuickNav Panel, and ComboBox " ~
+"Dropdown Lists)."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"Bugs Fixed - click on controls with no caption - ComboBox Bug " ~
+"handling short lists."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NS>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>bcMultiLine$ - Usefull for displaying a block of text (eg: help" ~
+"information)."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>bcEditable$ - applies to bcMULTILINE$ Listboxes only. If present " ~
+"and the listbox data area is clicked, data text can be edited. " ~
+"Once editing is complete TouchCheck will return the control id " ~
+"to the calling routine so updated text can be saved if " ~
+"required."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NL>Added new Menu button to top right corner of Test Panel. " ~
+"When pressed a menu will pop up with the options 'Test Listbox', " ~
+"'Help' and 'Exit'. The 'Help' and 'Exit' options have the same " ~
+"action as the existing buttons."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"The 'Test Listbox' options brings up another form used to test " ~
+"various listbox styles. On the left is a listbox with the new " ~
+"style 'bcMultiline$' listbox and on the right is a standard " ~
+"Listbox used the test the following functions:"+bcRECBREAK$+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BS>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>GetColClicked."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>GetCheckedState."+BcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BL>GetCheckedCount."+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<BE>"+bcRECBREAK$ ~
+"<NE>"

Assumes the caption parameter is in the following format
"Caption+bcRECBREAK$+Text" where "Text" is a single string containing the value
to be displayed. When loaded into the Listbox text string will be automatically broken
up into a series of lines that fit within the confines of the Listbox. The presence of
CRLF characters (usefull where an edited text file is loaded into the text string),
bcRECBREAK$ and/or bcStrCRLF$ characters can used to indicate where specific
line breaks are required.

The only other simple formatting function is "Lists", either Bullet or Numbered. They
can be nested, if required, but only 3 levels allowed. Place strings "<BS>" or "<NS>"
to indicate the start of a list. Strings "<BL>" and "<NL>" indicate the start of a list en-
try and strings "<BE>" and "<NE>" indicate the end of a list.
All these list strings must appear at the start of a line (although "<BS><BL>" and
"<NS><NL>" are allowed. If a string appears on a line on it's own, that line will not
appear in the Listbox.
See the Test Harness program for an example Multiline ListBox (press the new
Menu button [top Right] to access new Listbox test area).

❑bcEditable$ = “E” - Applies to bcMULTILINE$ Listboxes only.
If present and the listbox data area is clicked, data text can be edited. Once editing
is complete then if the Text has been changed TouchCheck will return the control id
to the calling routine so the updated text can be retrieved (using the GetCtrlCap
function) and saved if required.

❑
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Return Value:
 Control ID.

AddListRow( pCtrlNo, pRowData$, pRender )
This function enables a new ListBox row to be added without having to reload the whole list box
data.

New row is inserted so as to preserve the row order.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRowData$ - Row Data string value to be added.
The new Row Data string should be in the same format as that used when loading the List-
Box caption field (i.e.: either containing a single value or a series of (column) values sepa-
rated by the bcCOLBREAK$ characters.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has been re-
drawn.

Return Value:
 None.

DeleteBitmaps()
Deletes ALL bitmaps in memory created or loaded by the various Graphic Controls functions for
the current form (if any). The DeleteBitmaps function is called at the start of the StartNewForm
function so each form should start with a clean memory.

The function can be called directly if required (although I can't think of a reason why) but care
should be taken not to call the routine while the current form is still being used as this can cause
deleted bitmaps errors.

Return Value:
 None.

DeleteListRow( pCtrlNo, pRender )
Enables the currently selected list box row to be deleted without having to redraw the whole list
box data.

A Message Box asking for confirmation is displayed before any deletion takes place.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has been re-
drawn.

Return Value:
 None.
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DisableCtrl( pCtrlNo, pRender )
Disables a control i.e.:: Control greyed out and cannot be clicked.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the control has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

DrawForm( pLoadMsg$, pPicPath$ )
Draws a form using currently loaded Control Details.

Parameters:
● pLoadMsg$ - If not empty, will be displayed in a Pop Up at the start of the DrawForm

processing. Useful when form complexity means DrawForm processing takes some time
and the user would otherwise be staring at a blank screen wondering if anything is happen-
ing.

● pPicPath$ - Path to be used when pictures are loaded onto the form.

Return Value:
 None.

EnableCtrl( pCtrlNo, pRender )
Enables a previously disabled control i.e.:: Control un-grayed and made clickable.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the control has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

GetCheckedCount( pCtrlNo )
Returns number of Data rows currently checked for specified Listbox control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Count of Listbox Data Rows Checked.
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GetCheckedState( pCtrlNo, pIdx )
Returns Checked Status of specified List Data row index for the specified Listbox control. Returns
‘1’ if checked or ‘0’ if not checked.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pIdx - Data Row Index.

Return Value:
 Selected Listbox Data Row Checked Status.

GetColClicked( pCtrlNo )
Returns the Number of the Column clicked on the last selected row for the specified Listbox con-
trol. Returns zero if not available. Applies to bcLISTVIEW$ style Listboxes only.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Column number clicked on Last Selected Row.

GetCtrlCap$( pCtrlNo )
Gets a Controls Caption Text. Useful for the Select and Combo Box Controls where the complete
value list can be retrieved including any new entries added by the internal touch routines.

For a ListBox with bcCHECKBOX$ style each row of data value(s) will be prefixed with either "[_]"
or "[X]" to indicate whether row was checked or not.

 (e.g.: "ListBox
 [_]Central Processing Unit
 [X]Disk
 [_]Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop
 [_]Keyboard
 [X]Mouse
 [_]Monitor
 [_]Netbook
 [_]Tower"

indicates both the "Disk" and "Mouse" rows have been checked.

Note: In above example the bcRECBREAK$ characters separating each set of row data has been
replaced by bcCRLF$ characters in to display the values in a column).

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's Caption String value.

GetCtrlCapBakCol( pCtrlNo )
Gets the Caption Background Colour for specified control.
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Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's current Caption Background colour.

GetCtrlCapTxtCol( pCtrlNo )
Gets the Caption Text Colour for specified control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's current Caption Text colour.

GetCtrlData$( pCtrlNo )
Gets a Controls current Data Text value.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's current Data String value.

GetCtrlDatBakCol( pCtrlNo )
 Gets the Data Background Colour for specified control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's current Data Background colour.

GetCtrlDatTxtCol( pCtrlNo)
Gets the Data Text Colour for specified control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Control's current Data Text colour.

GetCtrlXY( pCtrlNo, pDisplayObj, BmpObj, pXCoord, pYCoord )
This function returns the X and Y coordinates of the last touch made on a control. The function
was added mainly for use with Picture controls.

 Notes:
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1. The Bitmap Object can be used update the control's display (Eg: The
gr.bitmap.drawinto.start BmpObj and gr.bitmap.drawinto.end commands can be used
to change the bitmap object could be changed in some way based on the returned X/Y val-
ues and then used to update the control's display by using the function:

gr.modify pDisplayObj,"bitmap",BmpObj'
Alternatively, a completely new bitmap could be loaded or created and used to update the
displayed bitmap.

2. For non-picture controls the display object number will refer to the control's Data Text or, for
Shape controls, either the Background object (if Shape filled) or Border object (for non-filled
Shapes). These object numbers can still be used in gr.modify commands if required.

3. The X and Y coordinates are relative to the top left hand corner of the control (i.e.: values
range from 0,0 to Control Width,Control Height).

4. When calling this function append an “&” character to the beginning of the DisplayObj,
BmpObj, Xcoord and Ycoord parameters to ensure the requested values are returned via
the function.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pDisplayObj - Display List Object Number of the drawn control.

● pBmpObj - Bitmap Object used to draw control.

● pXCoord - Last Touch X coordinate.

● pYCoord - Last Touch Y coordinate.

Return Value:
 None.

GetRowCount( pCtrlNo )
Returns number of data rows for specified Listbox control. First row number is 1.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Listbox Data Row Count.

GetRowData$( pCtrlno, pIdx )
Returns row data for specified Listbox control’s Data row index.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pIdx - Data Row Index.

Return Value:
 Data for specified Listbox Data Row Index.
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GetSelectedIdx( pCtrlNo )
Returns index of currently selected Data row index for specified Listbox control.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

Return Value:
 Selected Listbox Data Row Index.

HideCtrl( pCtrlNo, pRender )
Hides a control by making it transparent and not clickable.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the control has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

HourGlass_Show( pStyle, pDisable )
Displays an Hour Glass to indicate a process will take some time.

Parameters:
● pStyle - Specifies which Hour Glass icon will be shown (1=Starting, 2=Midway (default) or

3=Finished).

● pDisable - If set to 1 ALL form controls will be disabled while Hour Glass displayed.
This disable action can be used to prevent any user interaction taking place until process-
ing is completed.

Return Value:
 None.

HourGlass_Hide( pEnable )
Hides Hour Glass glass.

Parameters:
● pEnable - If set to 1 ALL controls will be reset to the state they were in when Hour Glass

first displayed.

Return Value:
 None.

InitGraphics(pAlpha,pColor,pOrientation,pStatusBar,pSoundFile$)
Performs a gr.open Function Call after converting Colour parameter into RGB values
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Parameters:

● pAlpha - Sets screen Alpha (Transparency) value.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcOPAQUE = 255

❑ bcSEMIOPAQUE = 128

bcTRANSPARENT = 0

● pColour - Sets screen colour.
Note: All the functions defined in the GraphicControls.bas include use the following prede-
fined numeric colour definitions. These are converted to RGB values when used. Any nu-
meric colour value can be used not just those defined below. The values below are similar
to the standard set of colours predefined in Microsoft Visual Basic.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcBLACK = 0

❑ bcBLUE = 128

❑ bcGREEN = 32768

❑ bcCYAN = 32896

❑ bcRED = 8388608

❑ bcMAGENTA = 8388736  @@@@@@

❑ bcYELLOW = 8421376

❑ bcWHITE = 8421504

❑ bcGRAY = 12632256

❑ bcLBLUE = 4194559

❑ bcLGREEN = 65280

❑ bcLCYAN = 65535

❑ bcLRED = 16711680

❑ bcLMAGENTA = 16711935

❑ bcLYELLOW = 16776960

❑ bcWHITE = 16777215

● pOrientation - Sets screen Orientation.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcLANDSCAPE = 0

❑ bcPORTRAIT = 1

● pStatusBar - Indicates whether Status Bar is to be shown or hidden.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcSHOWSTATUSBAR = 1
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❑ bcHIDESTATUSBAR = 0

● pSoundFile - If pSoundFile$ contains the name of an existing sound file (including exten-
sion) in the Basic! Data folder then the sound file will be played instead of a tone sound
each time a touch Event occurs.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlCap( pCtrlNo, pCaptionText$, pRender )
Invokes gr.Modify to change a controls Caption Text display value.

The pCaptionText$ must be in  the same format as the AddControl function’s  parameter pCtrl-
Caption$ described earlier.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pCaptionText$ - New Caption string value.
This new value must be in the same format as the originally assigned Caption string (e.g.:
for a ListBox with a style of bcLISTVIEW$ it must include the column definitions and the
row Data broken into columns using bcCOLBREAK$ characters.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the caption has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlCapBakCol( pCtrlNo, pColour, pRender )
Used to change a Control’s Caption Background colour.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details.

● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pColour - New Colour.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the colour has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlCapTxtCol( pCtrlNo, pColour, pRender )
Used to change a Control’s Caption Text colour.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details.

● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pColour - New Colour.
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● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the colour has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlData$( pCtrlNo, pDataValue$, pRender )
Invokes gr.Modify to change a Control’s Data Text display value.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pDataValue$ - New Data string value.
For a List box the new Row Data string should be in the same format as that used when
loading the ListBox caption field (i.e.: either containing a single value or a series of (column)
values separated by the bcCOLBREAK$ characters.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has been up-
dated.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlDatBakCol( pCtrlNo, pColour, pRender )
Used to change a Control’s Data background colour.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details.

● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pColour - New Colour.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the colour has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.

ModCtrlDatTxtCol( pCtrlNo, pColour, pRender )
Used to change a Controls Data Text colour.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details.

● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pColour - New Colour.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the colour has been
updated.

Return Value:
 None.
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MsgBox( pMessage$, pButtons$, pTitle$ )

Code used generate above control:
Button$=MsgBox$("OKOnly Option with Information Icon.",
                bcOKONLY$+bcINFORMATION$,
                "Message Box Test"))

Displays message in a box with title with OK,Yes/No or Yes/No/Cancel buttons. Message can be
spread over up to 10 lines.

Parameters:
● pMessage$ - Message Text. Use the bcRECBREAK$ character to break the text into mul-

tiple lines.

● pButton$ - Specifies which buttons and icon is to appear in the Message Box (if any). De-
fault is just an "OK" button.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcOKONLY$ = "o" - Display just an "OK" button (Default).

❑ bcYESNO$ = "y" - Display two buttons - "Yes" and "No".

❑bcYESNOCANCEL$ = "n" - Display three buttons - "Yes", "No" and "Cancel".

❑bcCUSTOM$ = "m" - Indicates customised button labels being used.
See pTitle$ parameter below for details.

❑bcINFORMATION$ = "i" - Display "Informmation" icon.

❑bcQUESTION$ = "q" - Display "Question" icon.

❑bcEXCLAMATION$ = "e" - Display "Exclamation" icon.

❑bcCRITICAL$ = "c" - Display "Critical" icon.

        Note: Concatenate one button constant with one icon constant to get desired result.

● pTitle$ - Message Box Title caption.
If the button style bcCUSTOM$ is specified then the pTitle$ string is expected to be con-
tain the Title caption followed by between one and three Button labels separated by
bcRECBREAK$ characters.

Return Value:
 Text of MsgBox$ button clicked.
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SetCalColours( pCalBak, pMYButText, pMYButFace, pYMText, pDayHeadBak,
pDayHeadTxt, pSSBak, pMTWTFBak, pGridCol, pDayNoTxt, pSelDayBak,
pSCButText, pSCButFace )

Code used generate above control:
rc=SetCalColours(bcLRED,bcRED,bcLRED,bcRED,bcLRED,bcRED,bcLRED,bcLRED,bcRED,bcRED,bcWHITE,bcRED,
bcLRED)

Used to set the Calendar display colours.

Once set all subsequently drawn Calendars will use the new colours, even if new forms are in-
voked, until the function is called again to set new colours.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pCalBak - Calendar Background colour

● pMYButText - Calendar Year/Month Button Text colour

● pMYButFace - Calendar Year/Month Button Face colour

● pYMText - Calendar Year/Month Text colour

● pDayHeadBak - Calendar Day of Week Background colour

● pDayHeadTxt - Calendar Day of Week Text colour

● pSSBak - Calendar Weekend Background colour

● pMTWTFBak - Calendar Week Day Background colour

● pGridCol - Calendar Grid Lines colour
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● pDayNoTxt - Calendar Day Number Text colour

● pSelDayBak - Calendar Selected Day Background colour

● pSCButText - Calendar Select/Cancel Text colour

● SCButFace  - Calendar Select/Cancel Face colour

Return Value:
 None.

SetClrCheckBox( pCtrlNo, pRowData$, pChecked, pRender )
This function allows ListBox Checkboxes to be set/cleared.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRowData$ - String identifying the row to be updated.
The Row Data string should be in the same format as that used when loading the ListBox
caption field (i.e.: either containing a single value or a series of (column) values separated
by the bcCOLBREAK$ characters.

● pChecked - Required setting of the CheckBox (1=Checked,0=Clear).

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has been up-
dated.

Return Value:
 None.

SetColor( pAlpha, pColor, pFill)
Performs a gr.Color Function after converting Colour parameter into RGB values.

Parameters:
● pAlpha - Transparency setting.

Predefined Constants:

❑ bcOPAQUE = 255

❑ bcSEMIOPAQUE = 128

❑ bcTRANSPARENT = 0

● pColour - Required Colour.
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details of Colour
Constants.

● pFill - Colour Fill setting.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcFILL = 1

❑ bcNOFILL = 0

Return Value:
 None.
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SetCtrlCap( pCtrlNo, pCaptionText$ )
Used to set a Controls Caption Text Value. Mainly for use after control has been added to a form
and before form is drawn using DrawForm function. Use the ModCtrlCap function once the form
has been drawn.

The pCaptionText$ used in the SetCtrlCap and ModCtrlCap must be in  the same format as the
AddControl function’s  parameter pCtrlCaption$ described earlier.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control ID.

● pCaptionText$ - New Caption Text.

Return Value:
 None.

SetCtrlData( pCtrlNo, pDataText$ )
Used To Set a Controls Data Text Value. Mainly for use after control has been added to a form
and before form is drawn using DrawForm function. Use the ModCtrlData function once the form
has been drawn.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control ID.

● pCaptionText$ - New Data Text.

Return Value:
 None.

SetMsgBoxColours( pHedClr, pBdyClr, pBtnBdrClr, pBtnBdyClr, pHedTxtClr,
pBdyTxtClr, pBtnTxtClr )

Code used generate above control:
rc=SetMsgBoxColours(bcBLUE,bcYELLOW,bcRED,bcMAGENTA,bcGREEN,bcCYAN,bcLMAGENTA)
Button$=MsgBox$("YesNo OptionButton Pressed."
                 +bcRECBREAK$+"This MsgBox$ uses the Critical Icon.",
                 bcYESNO$+bcCRITICAL$,
                 "Message Box Test")

Used to set the message box display colours.
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Once set all subsequently drawn message boxes will use the new colours, even if new forms are
invoked, until the function is called again to set new colours.

Parameters:
For predefined Colour Constants, see function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Con-
stants.

● pHedClr - Message Box Header Background colour

● pBdyClr - Message Box Body Background colour

● pBtnBdrClr - Message Box Button Border colour

● pBtnBdyClr - Message Box Button Body colour

● pHedTxtClr - Message Box Header Text colour

● pBdyTxtClr - Message Box Body Text colour

● pBtnTxtClr - Message Box Button Text colour

Return Value:
 None.

SetScalingFactor( pDesignWidth, pDesignHeight,pDateSize, pFrmScale,
pMsgBoxFontSize )
This function attempts to set the three variables used to scale control sizes so that the designed
forms will fit on the screen of the device the program is being run on.

When calling this function append an “&” character to the beginning of the DateSize, FrmScale
and MsgBoxFontSize parameters to ensure the requested values are returned via the function.

Parameters:

● pDesignWidth - Screen Width used during form design.

● pDesignWidth - Screen Height used during form design.

● pDateSize - Used to size the Calendar control.

● pFrmScale - Scaling factor to be applied to all control screen coordinates and
“Listview” column widths.

● pMsgBoxFontSize - Used to size the MsgBox control.

Return Value:
 None.
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SetSound( pSound$ )
Turns Sound on and off.

Parameters:
● pSound$ - Required Sound setting.

Predefined Constants:

❑ bcSOUNDON$  = "Y"

❑ bcSOUNDOFF$ = "N"

Return Value:
 None.

StartNewForm( pDateSize, pSound$, pFrmScale, pMsgBoxFontSize,
pFrmColour )
Clears out the data for any previous form and initialises data ready for a new form.

Note: pDateSize, pFrmScale and pMsgBoxFontSize values can be set via function SetScaling-
Factor described earlier if required.

Parameters:
● pDateSize - This parameter determines the size of the Calendar control to be drawn. It

specifies the size of the Day buttons. It is also used to determine the size of any MsgBox$
displays and the size of the HourGlass display.

● pSound$ - If parameter is set to "Y", a sound will be made each time a control is touched.
Predefined Constants:

❑ bcSOUNDON$  = "Y"

❑ bcSOUNDOFF$ = "N"

● pFrmScale - This parameter is used to size form controls and “Listview” column widths to
suit different screen resolutions (e.g.: setting value to 1 will leave all sizes as defined and
setting value to 2 will half all sizes).

A simple way of setting this value is to divide the Screen Width the form was designed to fit
by the Screen Width of the device the program is running on. Thus if a form designed to fit
a screen width of 1280 is run on a device with a screen width of 800 - value should be set
to 1.6 (1280/800).

pMsgBoxFontSize - Used to specify the font size to be in message box displays. This
means that each form could have different message box font sizes if required.

● pFrmColour - Enables the screen background colour to be set each time a new form is
drawn.
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This is achieved by drawing a screen size filled rectangle as the first object on each new
form which can be set to any colour.
Predefined Constants:

❑See function InitGraphics above for details of Colour Constants.

Return Value:
 None.

TouchCheck( pPeriod, pFirstCtrl, pLastCtrl )
Checks For clicks on controls and returns the Control Id after doing any control processing.

When a Touch Down event on a control is detected then depending on the control type either the
caption for the control is changed to "Selected" or the transparency of the control is changed to
indicate the control has been clicked. When the Touch is removed (Touch Up event) this action is
reversed restoring the control back to its previous state and any required processing is carried out.
Some controls cannot be clicked (Eg: Display, Label, disabled controls, etc.).

The TouchCheck routine can return for three different reasons:

1. A control was clicked or updated (return value set to number of Control).

2. A timeout occurred (using the pPeriod [milliseconds] parameter - return value set to zero).
Timeouts will only occur if the pPeriod parameter is not set to zero.

3. A key was pressed (return value set to key number).
Currently only four keys are detected:

● Menu (82)

● Find (84)

● Volume Up (24)

● Volume Down (25).

In order to distinguish a key number from a Control number, one thousand is added to the
key number thus the return code will be 1082 if the Menu key is pressed.

Parameters:
● pPeriod - Timeout period in milliseconds. Set to zero for no timeout.

● pFirstCtrl & pLastCtrl - Used to specify which sub-set of a form's controls are to be
checked for clicks.

This allows, for example, a Frame control to be made visible and then only the controls
contained within the frame to be checked for clicks. If a sub-set range of controls is speci-
fied and something other than one of these controls is clicked, the TouchCheck function
will return a value of pFirstCtrl+2000.

These parameters also allow a form to become a lot more responsive to clicks by restricting
the controls checked for clicks. Assuming there are no layering considerations, the Add-
Control statements for all the clickable controls on a form could be grouped together so just
this small group could be checked for clicks and all the non-clickable controls ignored.

For the default action (i.e. To check all controls on a form) set the pFirstCtrl and pLastCtrl
parameters to zero.
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Example code for a Pop Up Frame containing two controls, ctrlAction and ctrlClose:

selCtrl=TouchCheck(Period,lFirstCtrl,lLastCtrl)
sw.begin selCtrl
 ...
sw.case ctrlShowFrame
 lFirstCtrl=ctrlAction    % Only these 2 controls will be checked for clicks.
 lLastCtrl=ctrlClose
 rc=ShowCtrl(frameCtrl,1) % Show Pop Up Frame (and any controls it contains).
 sw.break
sw.case ctrlAction
 popup "process action.",0,0,0
 sw.break
sw.case ctrlAction+2000   % Only required if non-control click should close frame.
sw.case ctrlClose
 lFirstCtrl=0             % Reset values so all form controls checked for clicks.
 lLastCtrl=0
 rc=HideCtrl(frameCtrl,1) % Hide Pop Up frame (and any controls it contains.
sw.break
 ...
sw.end

Return Value:
  ID of Control clicked.

UpdateListRow( pCtrlNo, pRowData$, pRender )
This function allows the currently selected ListBox row to be updated and redrawn without having
to redraw all the list box data.

Parameters:
● pCtrlNo - Control Number.

● pRowData$ - New Row Data string value.
The new Row Data string should be in the same format as that used when loading the List-
Box caption field (i.e.: either containing a single value or a series of (column) values sepa-
rated by the bcCOLBREAK$ characters.

● pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has been re-
drawn.

Return Value:
 None.
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Graphic Controls General Functions (APIs)
The following functions are general purpose functions that although used internally by the Graphic
Controls, can also be called anytime by user programs as they contain no Graphic Controls specif-
ic code.

Join$( pArray$[], pBreak$ )
Joins Array values together into a String separated by specified break character.

Parameters:
● pArray$[] - Array to be joined.

● pBreak$ - Break character.

Return Value:
 Joined String value.

GetDOW(  pDate$ )
Returns Day of the Week for specified Date.

Parameters:
● pDate$[] - String value should begin with a Date String in the format "yyyy/mm/dd ....."..

Return Value:
 Day of Week  (1 To 7 where 1=Sun And 7=Sat).

DaysInMonth( pDate$ )
Returns number of days in specified Month.

Parameters:
● pDate$[] - String value should begin with a Date String in the format "yyyy/mm/dd ....."..

Return Value:
 Number of Days in Month (28 To 31).

● bcRECBREAK$=chr$(174) - Registered Sign - Used to split a String into a series of
Records or Values.

● bcCOLBREAK$=chr$(169) - Copyright Symbol - Used to split a Record into a series of
Column values.

● bcFLDBREAK$=chr$(183) - Middle Top Dot - Used to split a Column into a series of Field
Sub-values.

● bcCRLF$ = chr$(13)+chr$(10)

● BcSTRCRLF$ = "^^"

General Constants
Defined in the GraphicConstants.bas file for use in user programs.
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● Orientation:

❑bcLANDSCAPE=0

❑bcPORTRAIT=1

● Status Bar:

❑bcSHOWSTATUSBAR=1

❑bcHIDESTATUSBAR=0

● Alpha Constants:

❑bcOPAQUE=255

❑bcSEMIOPAQUE=128

❑bcTRANSPARENT=0

● Fill:

❑bcFILL=1

❑bcNOFILL=0

● Colours:
The bcCOLOR[] array enables colours to be referenced by an index rather than by their
individual constants (e.g.: bcGREEN is the same as bcCOLOR[3]).

❑bcBLACK=0

❑bcBLUE=16711680

❑bcGREEN=65280

❑bcCYAN=12632064

❑bcRED=255

❑bcMAGENTA=16711935

❑bcYELLOW=65535

❑bcGRAY=8421504

❑bcLGRAY=12632256

❑bcLBLUE=16761024

❑bcLGREEN=12648384

❑bcLCYAN=16777088

❑bcLRED=12632319
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❑bcLMAGENTA=16761087

❑bcLYELLOW=12648447

❑bcWHITE=16777215

❑array.load bcCOLOR[],
bcBLACK,bcBLUE,bcGREEN,bcCYAN,bcRED,bcMAGENTA,bcYELLOW,bcGRAY,

bcLGRAY,bcLBLUE,bcLGREEN,bcLCYAN,bcLRED,bcLMAGENTA,bcLYELLOW,bc
WHITE

● Control Types:

❑bcFRMBUTTON=6

❑bcFRMCHECKBOX=10

❑bcFRMCOMBOBOX=15

❑bcFRMDATE=5

❑bcFRMDISPLAY=1

❑bcFRMFRAME=13

❑bcFRMLABEL=8

❑bcFRMLISTBOX=9

❑bcFRMOPTBUTTON=11

❑bcFRMPICTURE=7

❑bcFRMSELECT=4

❑bcFRMSHAPE=14

❑bcFRMSPINBUTTON=12

❑bcFRMSTRING=2

❑bcFRMTEXT=3

❑bcFRMTIME=16

● Control Styles:

❑bc3DBORDER$="9"  - Draws a 3D Border round control.

❑bcALIGNCENTRE$="C"  - Centres a control’s Caption Text.

❑bcALIGNDATCENTRE$="c"  - Centres a control’s Data Text.

❑bcALIGNDATLEFT$="l"   - Left aligns a control’s Data Text. (Default).

❑bcALIGNDATRIGHT$="r"  - Right aligns a control’s Data Text.

❑bcALIGNLEFT$="L"   - Left aligns a control’s Caption Text (Default).

❑bcALIGNRIGHT$="R"  - Right aligns a control’s Caption Text.
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❑bcALLOWNEW$="N"  - Allows new entries to be added to Select and
ComboBox controls.

❑bcCAPBOLD$="b"     - Applies ‘Bold’ attribute to a control’s Caption
Text.

❑bcCAPFONTDEFAULT$="1" - Sets control’s Caption Text to use Default Font.

❑bcCAPFONTMONO$="2"  - Sets control’s Caption Text to use Mono Font.

❑bcCAPFONTSANSERIF$="3" - Sets control’s Caption Text to use San-Serif Font.

❑bcCAPFONTSERIF$="4"  - Sets control’s Caption Text to use Serif Font.

❑bcCAPITALIC$="i"    - Applies ‘Italic’ attribute to a control’s Caption
Text.

❑bcCAPUNDERLINE$="u"  - Applies ‘Underline’ attribute to a control’s Caption
Text.

❑bcCHECKBOX$="X"  - Adds a Checkbox to left of each Listbox data row.

❑bcCTRLCENTRE$ ="d"  - Control is drawn centred on the screen.

❑bcCTRLLEFT$ ="m"  - Control is drawn offset to the left of the screen
centre by the
      amount specified in the control’s definition
parameter
       ‘Left’. Offset is measured from the screen
centre to the
      right hand edge of control.

❑bcCTRLRIGHT$ ="s"  - Control is drawn offset to the right of the screen
centre by the
       amount specified in the control’s definition
parameter
      ‘Left’. Offset is measured from the screen
centre to the
      left hand edge of control.

❑bcDATBOLD$="B"   - Applies ‘Bold’ attribute to a control’s Data Text.

❑bcDATFONTDEFAULT$="5" - Sets control’s Data Text to use Default Font.

❑bcDATFONTMONO$="6"  - Sets control’s Data Text to use Mono Font.

❑bcDATFONTSANSERIF$="7" - Sets control’s Data Text to use San-Serif Font.

❑bcDATFONTSERIF$="8"  - Sets control’s Data Text to use Serif Font.

❑bcDATITALIC$="I"   - Applies ‘Italic’ attribute to a control’s Data Text.

❑bcDATUNDERLINE$="U"  - Applies ‘Underline’ attribute to a control’s Data
Text.

❑bcDISABLED$="D"   - Control is drawn greyed out and cannot be
clicked on.

❑bcEDITABLE$="E"   - Enables the text loaded into a Multi-line Listbox
to be edited.
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❑BcFADEBACK$="+"   - Darkens background behind Frame so it stands
out more.

❑bcFILEDIALOG$="F"  - Listbox will be drawn using Directories and File
entries.

❑bcFLAT$="a"    - Stops shaded 3D effect border being drawn
round control.

❑bcGRAPHIC$ ="G"   - Causes picture named in Caption parameter to
be drawn sized
      and centred on a button control.

❑bcHHMMONLY$="h"  - Removes Seconds section from a Time control.

❑bcHIDE$="H"   - Control is drawn but is hidden.

❑bcHIDEGRID$="g"   - Stops Grid being drawn on Listbox controls.

❑BcICON$="*"    - Causes an Icon to be drawn on the left of each
Listbox row.

❑bcLISTBOXLAST$="z"  - Causes Listbox rows to be drawn starting from
the bottom
      row of Listbox display rather than the top.

❑bcLISTBOXRIGHT$="x"  - Right aligns a “Listview” Listbox Column (Default
is Left).

❑bcLISTVIEW$="v"   - Listview style applied to Listbox (i.e.: in columns)

❑bcMENUBTN$="W"   - Graphic Menu style Button drawn.

❑bcMULTSEL$="M"    - Allows multiple Listbox rows to be selected (De-
fault is 1 only).

❑BcMULTILINE$="="   - Breaks long string following caption in a Listbox’s
Caption
      definition in to a series of row data that will
fit within
      the width of the control.

❑BcNOBORDER$="-"  - No Border drawn around control.

❑bcNOTCLICKABLE$="k"  - Control cannot be clicked on.

❑bcNOTITLEEDIT$="t"  - Stops ‘Title Text’ on a Text control being edited.

❑bcQUICKNAVA$="Q"  - Enables Alphabetic Quick Navigation on Listbox
      and ComboBox controls.

❑bcQUICKNAVN$="q"  - Enables Numeric Quick Navigation on Listbox
      and ComboBox controls.

❑bcSHAPEFILL$="f"   - Causes drawn Shape to be filled with defined
Caption
      Background colour.

● MsgBox Options:

❑bcCRITICAL$="c"   - Adds ‘Critical’ Icon in Message Box.
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❑bcCUSTOM$="m"   - Enables Button Text(s) in Message Box to be
customised.

❑bcEXCLAMATION$="e"  - Adds ‘Exclamation’ Icon in Message Box.

❑bcINFORMATION$="i"  - Adds ‘Information’ Icon in Message Box.

❑bcOKONLY$="o"   - Only OK Button shown in Message Box.

❑bcQUESTION$="q"   - Adds ‘Question’ Icon in Message Box.

❑bcYESNO$="y"   - Only Yes & No Buttons shown in Message Box.

❑bcYESNOCANCEL$="n"  - All three Buttons shown in Message Box.

● Sound Options:

❑bcSOUNDON$="Y"

❑bcSOUNDOFF$="N"

● String Break Characters:

❑bcRECBREAK$=chr$(174)   - Registered Symbol

❑bcCOLBREAK$=chr$(169)  - Copyright Symbol

❑bcFLDBREAK$=chr$(183)  - Middle Top Character

❑bcCRLF$=chr$(13)+chr$(10) - End of line characters in Text.

❑BcStrCRLF$="^^"   - Used to represent bcCRLF$ characters in strings.

● Variable Definitions:
These pre-defined in the GraphicConstants.bas file for use in user programs as some of the
APIs require variables to be declared before they can be used in a function call.

❑DateSize = 40    - Size of a Calendar Cell (e.g.: Day Button size in
       Pixels). Alter this value for a smaller/larger
      Calendar Control.

❑FrmScale = 1    - Scaling factor to be applied to all control screen
      coordinates.

❑MsgBoxFontSize = 25   - Used to size the MsgBox control

❑PicPath$ = ""    - Used to indicate where any picture files used on
      a form are located. Default is the Basic!
      Data directory.

❑Period = 0     - Used to make the TouchCheck return after
       specified time when no input has been
      detected. Time is in milliseconds. Default is
       zero meaning only return from TouchCheck
      when an input action has been detected.

❑DisplayObj     - Display List Object Number of the drawn control.

❑BmpObj = 0     - Bitmap Object used to draw control.

❑Xcoord = 0     - Last Touch X coordinate.
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❑YCoord = 0     - Last Touch Y coordinate.
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Appendix A: Sample Programs

Note:

All sample programs require the GraphicControls.bas and GraphicConstants.bas to be
present in the Basic! Source directory.

Calculator
Simple Calculator with Memory and calculation history recording. Calculator should auto size to fit
screen size and orientation.

Version History:
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Food Manager
Program was designed For use On a phone with a screen size 480 x 800 in portrait mode.

To install copy the 'FoodManager v1.00.bas' file to the Basic! Source directory and the Food Man-
ager Directory containing the support files to the Basic! Data directory.

Example Screens:

     Screen A.          Screen B   Screen C

Screen A - Main Screen - used to select function required.
Screen B - Screen used to maintain Product List.
Screen C - Shopping Screen.

Brief Introduction (Copy of Help File):

Food Manager Help.

COMPONENTS:

Category:
A group or type of Product.

Product:
Each Product is assigned a Category. Products can have Current Stock Level and a Maximum
Stock Level which can be used to automatically generate Buy Quantities. Products can be viewed
in a variety of ways such as by Category, Buy Quantity, etc.

Shop:
Categories are assigned to each Shop to indicate which Products they sell. By arranging the
Shop's Category order, the Products on the Shop's Shopping List will appear in the same order as
they are encountered within the shop.

Shopping:
For the selected Shop, Products displayed in the user defined Category order. Products can be
added or removed and Quantities and Prices adjusted while shopping. On checkout, details of
bought items are written to a History files which can be viewed at a later date.

History File:
Created on Checkout. If any new products (i.e.: not currently in the Product Table) were added
during the shopping process, their details can be edited/completed and then added to the Product
Table using the View History option.

FILES:

Food Manager uses an SQL Database to hold all it's data. The first time the program is run, four
sample text files supplied with the package will be used to create this database. As the files are all
just a variation of a "csv" file they can, if required, be edited using a text/spreadsheet taking care
not to invalidate the interfile relationships (i.e.: Category Keys). The four files are:

1. SampleCategories.txt:
Each Line consists of four fields (Category Icon File Name, Category Key, Category Type
[Food/Non-food] and Category Default Shelf Live [not currently used]) separated by bcCOL-
BREAK$ characters. An "FM" prefix is added by the program to make the actual filename.
The Icon File must exist and be a PNG type with a suggested size of 16 x 16 pixels.
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2. SampleProducts.txt:
Each Line consists of seven fields (Product Name, Current Stock, Buy Quantity, Product
Size, Price, Maximum Stock and Product Category Key) separated by bcCOLBREAK$
characters.

3. SampleShops.txt:
Each Line consists of two fields (Shop Name and Shop Categories) separated by
bcRECBREAK$ characters. The Shop Categories field consists of a series of paired values
(Category Key and Category Sequence) separated by bcCOLBREAK$ characters. Only
one sample shop supplied.

4. SampleOptions.txt:
Each Line consists of two fields (Option Key and Option Value) separated by
bcRECBREAK$ characters. The Option value consists of a single field or a series of fields
separated by bcCOLBREAK$ characters. Currently the only Option defined by this file are
the units (g, ltr, lb, oz, cup, etc) used to define Product sizes.

NOTES:
● Menus.

To save screen space the program uses Menus - press the Menu key to display them.
● Categories.

The program supports full Category maintenance including the creation and editing of Icon
files but be aware that it may take several minutes to load an existing icon into the editing
area.

● Numeric Key Pad.
On some of the forms a key pad is provided for quick entry of numeric values. The key pad
target field is highlighted in yellow. Click on other fields to change the target field. For fields
with a decimal value just enter the numbers and the program will take care of the decimal
point.
e.g.: To enter a price of 1.23, press clear, and tap the keys '1', '2' and then '3'. The dis-
played value will change as follows: Clear -> 0.00 -> 0.01 -> 0.12 -> 1.23

● Options Menu Button.
On the Main Screen menu the Options button will bring up the Options Maintenance form
where the Product Size Units and the Currency Symbol can be set.

VERSION HISTORY:
● Added Product Voucher option. Details of a product voucher/coupon can be attached to a

product. New column added to product list and shopping list so presence of a voucher can
be seen.
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● Bug fix - changed order of control definitions on Category Maintenace screen so colour Pal-
ette now works.

● Added simple Note facility. A note can be attached to either the app (from the main screen
or to any of the defined Shops.

Expenses

Program was created to keep a track of who spent what over a holiday period where people were
taking it in turns to pay for meals, etc. Any number of people can be tracked.

The total cost of each transaction can either be automatically split evenly across all attendees or
details of each attendees actual bill can be entered.

The Summary Report shows the total amount actually paid, the total amount "spent" and the differ-
ence between these two values for each individual.

Comments can be entered either attached to a transaction or as a "Comment" only transaction.

A List option is provided so all balances and transactions can be viewed and, if required/where
possible, printed out (option just creates a text file which can then used by other prgrams as re-
quired).

Program uses Menus to allow the currently available options to be selected. To get started use the
Menu option to add the names of all the people involved (additional names can be added later if
required). Once done, Transactions and/or Comments can be added as required.
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Source Viewer
Apart from being an example of multiple form usage it also serves two purposes.

1. It will check nesting levels and reformat Basic! source files with variable indenting.

2. If the GraphicControls.bas file is loaded it can be used to create a customised version con-
taining just the required selected routines. The Core Components should always be select-
ed. Warning - it can/will take a few minutes for the GraphicControls.bas to be loaded. Below
is a list of all the components that make up the Graphic Controls Include together with a list
of the functions they contain.

❑ Core Components
FN.DEF InitGraphics (pAlpha,pColor,pOrientation,pStatusBar)
FN.DEF SetScalingFactor (DesignWidth,DesignHeight,DateSize,FrmScale,
  MsgBoxFontSize)
FN.DEF StartNewForm (pDateSize,pSound$,pFrmScale,pMsgBoxFontSize,
  pFrmColour)
FN.DEF DeleteBitmaps ()
FN.DEF AddControl (pType,pCaption$,pCapTxtCol,pCapBakCol,pDatTxtCol,
  pDatBakCol,pTop,pLeft,pMiddle,pWidth,pHeight,pFont,pStyle$)
FN.DEF DrawForm (pLoadMsg$,pPicPath$)
FN.DEF TouchCheck (pPeriod,pFirstCtrl,pLastCtrl)
FN.DEF DrawBorder (pStyle$,pOPAQUE,px,py,pcx,pcy,GONum1,GONum2)
FN.DEF DrawButton (pTextColor,pBackColor,px,py,pdx,pdy,pH,pStyle$,pFont,
  pMark$,pAlpha,pTextPtr,pBackPtr)
FN.DEF GetControlData (pCtrlID,pType,pCaption$,pCapTxtCol,pCapBakCol,
  pDatTxtCol,pDatBakCol,pTop,pLeft,pMiddle,pWidth,pHeight,pFont,
  pStyle$,pCapTxtObj,pCapBakObj,pData$,pDatTxtObj,pDatBakObj,
  pState$,pFrame,pFirstGrPtr,pLastGrPtr
FN.DEF GetControlCoords (pCtrlID,pType,pTop,pLeft,pWidth,pHeight,
  pStyle$,pState$)
FN.DEF GetID$ (pNo)
FN.DEF SetColor (pAlpha,pColor,pFill)
FN.DEF SetStyle (pCtrlType,pStyle$,sMode$)
FN.DEF GetFontYOffset (pRowSize,pFont)
FN.DEF SoundRtn ()
FN.DEF SetSound (pSound$)
FN.DEF Join$ (pArray$[],pBreak$)
FN.DEF SetMsgBoxColours (pHedClr,pBdyClr,pBtnBdrClr,pBtnBdyClr,pHedTxtClr,
  pBdyTxtClr,pBtnTxtClr)
FN.DEF SetCalColours (CalBak,MYButText,MYButFace,YMText,DayHeadBak,
  DayHeadTxt,SSBak,MTWTFBak,GridCol,DayNoTxt,SelDayBak,
  SCButText,SCButFace)

❑ Picture Control
FN.DEF DrawPictureRtn (CtrlNo,pMode,pPicName$,pTop,pLeft,pWidth,pHeight,
  pCtrlCapBakCol,pCtrlCapTxtObj,pCtrlCapBakObj)

❑ Shape Control
FN.DEF DrawShape (CtrlCaption$,CtrlCapTxtCol,CtrlCapBakCol,CtrlTop,CtrlLeft,
  CtrlWidth,CtrlHeight,cRight,cBottom,CtrlFont,CtrlStyle$,CtrlCapTxtObj,
  CtrlCapBakObj)

❑ ListBox Control
FN.DEF DrawListBox (pCtrlNo,ptrCtrl,CtrlType,CtrlCaption$,CtrlCapBakCol,
  CtrlCapTxtCol,CtrlDatBakCol,CtrlDatTxtCol,CtrlTop,CtrlLeft,CtrlMiddle,
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  CtrlWidth,CtrlHeight,cRight,cBottom,CtrlFont,CtrlStyle$,adjTop,xo,
  DesignWidth,DesignHeight,CtrlCapBakObj,CtrlDatBakObj)
FN.DEF ResetListBox (pCtrlNo,pResetStart)
FN.DEF ClickListBox (px,py,pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlTop,pCtrlLeft,
  pCtrlMiddle,pRight,pBottom,pCtrlFont,pCtrlStyle$,pPrevStart,
  plbSlideMid,pColClicked,ptrCtrl)
FN.DEF SetListBoxCap (ptrCtrl,pValue$)
FN.DEF DisableListBox (ptrCtrl,pAlpha)
FN.DEF SetClrCheckBox (pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pChecked,pRender)
FN.DEF AddListRow (pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pRender)
FN.DEF DeleteListRow (pCtrlNo,pRender)
FN.DEF UpdateListRow (pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pRender)

❑ Quick Nav
FN.DEF DrawQuickNav (ptrCtrl,pqnStyle$)
FN.DEF QuickNav (ptrCtrl)

❑ Calendar Control
FN.DEF DrawCalendar (pStyle$)
FN.DEF ClickDate (pCtrlDatTxtObj,pCtrlData$,pCtrlStyle$)
FN.DEF GetDOW (pDate$)
FN.DEF DaysInMonth (pDate$)

❑ MsgBox Control
FN.DEF DrawMsgBox ()
FN.DEF MsgBox$ (pMsg$,pButtons$,pTitle$)

❑ Hourglass Routines
FN.DEF DrawHourGlass ()
FN.DEF HourGlass_Show (pStyle,pDisable)
FN.DEF HourGlass_Hide (pEnable)

❑ String & Text Controls
FN.DEF ClickString (pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTextObj)
FN.DEF ClickText (pdx,pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTextObj,pCtrlLeft,
  pCtrlWidth,pCtrlHeight,pCtrlStyle$)

❑ Select, Spin, Time Controls
FN.DEF DrawSelectSpinTime (CtrlType,CtrlTop,cMiddle,cRight,cBottom,
  CtrlFont,CtrlStyle$)
FN.DEF ClickSelect (px,pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTxtObj,pCtrlLeft,
  pCtrlHeight,pCtrlMiddle,pCtrlWidth,pCtrlStyle$)
FN.DEF ClickSpinButton (px,pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTxtObj,pCtrlLeft,
  pCtrlMiddle,pCtrlHeight,pCtrlWidth)
FN.DEF DrawTimeValue (ptrCtrl,pCtrlDatTxtCol,pCtrlTop,pCtrlHeight,pCtrlFont,
  pCtrlData$,pCtrlStyle$,pMiddle,pBottom,pfo)
FN.DEF ClickTimeButton (px,pCtrlData$,ptrCtrl)

❑ ComboBox Control
FN.DEF DrawComboBoxList (pFld,ptrCtrl,DesignWidth,DesignHeight)
FN.DEF ClickComboBox (pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTxtObj,ptrCtrl,CtrlTop,
  CtrlLeft,CtrlHeight,CtrlMiddle,CtrlWidth,CtrlFont)
FN.DEF AddComboBoxEntry (pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,pCtrlStyle$,
  pCtrlDatTxtObj,pFld,ptrCtrl)

❑ CheckBox & OptionButton Controls
FN.DEF DrawCheckBox (CtrlTop,CtrlLeft,cBottom,CtrlData$,CtrlFont,
  CtrlDatTxtObj,adjLeft)
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FN.DEF ClickCheckBox (pCtrlData$,pCtrlDatTxtObj)
FN.DEF DrawOptButton (ptrCtrl,CtrlType,CtrlCaption$,CtrlTop,CtrlHeight,CtrlFont,
  CtrlStyle$,CtrlData$,adjLeft,oMargin,fo)
FN.DEF ClickOptionButton (px,py,pCtrlCaption$,pCtrlData$,poptMarkObj$,
  poptCoord$)

❑ Set & Get Routines
FN.DEF SetCtrlCap (pCtrlNo,pValue$)
FN.DEF SetCtrlData (pCtrlNo,pValue$)
FN.DEF GetCtrlCap$ (pCtrlNo)
FN.DEF GetCtrlData$ (pCtrlNo)
FN.DEF GetCtrlXY (pCtrlNo,pObj,pX,pY)

❑ Mod Routines
FN.DEF ModCtrlCap (pCtrlNo,pValue$,pRender)
FN.DEF ModCtrlData (pCtrlNo,pValue$,pRender)
FN.DEF ModCtrlCapTxtCol (pCtrlNo,pColour,pRender)

❑ Show, Hide, Enable & Disable Routines
FN.DEF HideCtrl (pCtrlNo,pRender)
FN.DEF DisableCtrl (pCtrlNo,pRender)
FN.DEF HideDisableRtn (pCtrlNo,pRender,pAction$,pAlpha)
FN.DEF ShowCtrl (pCtrlNo,pRender)
FN.DEF EnableCtrl (pCtrlNo,pRender)
FN.DEF ShowEnableCtrl (pCtrlNo,pRender,pAction$)
FN.DEF EnableSpecial (pCtrlNo,ptrCtrl,pReset)

Version History:

Temperature Converter
Very simple program that converts Degrees Centigrade to Degrees Fahrenheit.

Version History:

Test Bed Program
Program Designed to quickly test most of the Graphic Control functions.

Version History:

Updated to keep in line with the GraphicControls.bas file.
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Appendix B: Version History

v1.09 Changes
● Functions and Sub-Routines Names within GraphicControls.bas beginning with "_" are in-

ternal routines not meant to be called by user programs. They may change in future releas-
es.

● Now uses a graphic routine instead of Basic! "Input" command to handle text input so
avoiding switching back to text mode whenever input is required.

● New Frame Style added 'bcFADEBACK$'. Darkens screen display behind frame so high-
lighting the frames contents.

● Above style is now automatically adopted by the various control "popups" (i.e.: Message-
Box, Calendar, QuickNav Panel and ComboBox Dropdown Lists).

● Bugs Fixed:

❑Click on controls with no caption.

❑ComboBox Bug handling short lists.

❑Current Position not set when QuickNav panels opened.

● Changed the way Column Definitions for Listbox 'Listview' controls are handled. The pro-
gram now automatically scales the column width so it is no longer neccessary to scale the
widths in AddControl, SetCtrlCap or ModCtrlCap definitions.

● New Button Style added 'bcMENUBTN$'. Causes a graphic button to be drawn with 3 rec-
tangles arranged vertically to mimic the Android Menu Button. When pressed the Touch-
Check routine returns the value 1082 (Menu Key pressed) rather than the normal control
number.

● New Listbox Style 'bcMultiLine$' added. Applies to non-Listview style ListBox only. Useful
for displaying a block of text (eg: help information). Assumes the caption parameter is in the
following format "Caption+bcRECBREAK$+Text" where "Text" is a single string containing
the value to be displayed. When loaded into the Listbox text string will be automatically bro-
ken up into a series of lines that fit within the confines of the Listbox. The presence of CRLF
characters (usefull where an edited text file is loaded into the text string). bcRECBREAK$
and/or bcStrCRLF$ characters can also be used to indicate where specific line breaks are
required.
The only other simple formatting function is "Lists", either Bullet or Numbered. They can be
nested, if required, but only 3 levels allowed. Place strings "<BS>" or "<NS>" to indicate the
start of a list. Strings "<BL>" and "<NL>" indicate the start of a list entry and strings "<BE>"
and "<NE>" indicate the end of a list. All these list strings must appear at the start of a line
(although "<BS><BL>" and "<NS><NL>" are allowed. If a string appears on a line on it's
own, that line will not appear in the Listbox.
See the Test Harness program for an example Multiline ListBox (press the new Menu but-
ton [top Right] to access new Listbox test area).

● New Listbox Style added 'bcEditable$'. Applies to bcMULTILINE$ Listboxes only. If present
and the listbox data area is clicked, data text can be edited. Once editing is complete then if
the Text has been changed TouchCheck will return the control id to the calling routine so
the updated text can be retrieved (using the GetCtrlCap function) and saved if required.
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● Changed GetCtrlData for listbox, listview style - removed column clicked prefix from re-
turned value.

● Added the following functions for use with a ListBox Control:

❑GetSelectedIdx(pctrlno). Returns index of currently selected row.

❑GetRowData$(pctrlno,pIdx). Returns row data for specified List row (index pIdx).

❑GetRowCount(pctrlno). Returns number of data rows for specified Listbox.

❑GetColClicked(pctrlno) 0=None. Works on last List row clicked

❑GetCheckedState(pctrlno,pIdx) 1=Yes, 0=No. Returns checked status of specified
List row (index pIdx),

❑GetCheckedCount(pctrlno). Returns number of rows currently checked.

The conditional display updating was added in an attempt to quicken up processing
by avoiding unneccessary full screen updates.

● Added previously missing descriptions to the User Manual of the following existing func-
tions:

❑GetDOW(pDate$) - Returns Day of the Week For specified Date. String parameter
pdate$ should begin With a Date String in the Format "yyyy/mm/dd .....".
Returns a value of 1 To 7 where 1=Sun And 7=Sat.

❑DaysInMonth(pDate$) - Returns number of days in specified Month. String parame-
ter pDate$ should begin With a Date String in the Format "yyyy/mm/dd .....".
Returns a value of 28 To 31.

❑GetCtrlCapTxtCol(pCtrlNo) - Returns the Caption Text Colour for specified control.

❑GetCtrlCapBakCol(pCtrlNo) - Returns the Caption Background Colour for specified
control.

❑GetCtrlDatTxtCol(pCtrlNo) - Returns the Data Text Colour for specified control.

❑GetCtrlDatBakCol(pCtrlNo) - Returns the Data Background Colour for specified con-
trol.

v1.08 Changes
● Used new Format function To reformat the packages basic Files.

● Added new parameter "pSoundFile$" to InitGraphics function.
i.e.:  FN.DEF initgraphics(palpha,pcolor,porientation,pstatusbar,pSoundFile$).
If pSoundFile$ refers to an existing sound file in the Basic! Data folder then the sound
file will be played instead of a tone sound each time a touch Event occurs.

● Now uses Command gr.open with additional parameters rather than using a series of indi-
vidual Commands (ie.: "gr.open palpha,lblue,lgreen,lred,pstatusbar,porientation").

● Altered calculated/suggested DateSize value (used To Draw Calendar popup) returned by
the SetScalingFactor function.

● Altered Combobox List Background colour.
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● Reworked ListBox & Combobox Scrollbar drawing/usage. For Touch event processing
Scrollbar is now effectively divided into 4 clickable areas (Up button, Down Button, Top half
of slider area and bottom half of slider area). The actual position of the slider no longer has
any effect on these areas.

● QuickNav Scales (A to Z/Min to Max) made clickable in addition to movement buttons for
quicker selection.

● Updated Food Manager sample program.

● New Sample program - Expenses. Program was created to keep a track of who spent what
over a  holiday period where people were taking it in turns to pay for meals, etc. Any
number of  people can be tracked.
The total cost of each transaction can either be automatically split evenly across all attend-
ees or details of each attendees actual bill can be entered.
Summary Report shows the  total amount actually paid, the total amount "spent" and the
difference between these two   values for each individual.
Comments can be entered either attached to a transaction or as a "Comment" only transac-
tion. A List option is provided so all balances and transactions can be viewed and, if
required/where possible, printed out (option just creates a text file which can then used by
other programs as required).

v1.07 Changes
● Added new function -

SetScalingFactor(pDesignWidth,pDesignHeight,&pDateSize,&pFrmScale,&pMsgBoxFontSi
ze).
This function attempts to set the three variables used to scale control sizes so that the de-
signed forms will fit on the screen of the device the program is being run on.
Parameters are:

❑ pDesignWidth - Screen Width used during form design.

❑ pDesignWidth - Screen Height used during form design.

❑ &pDateSize - Used to size the Calendar control.

❑ &pFrmScale - Scaling factor to be applied to all control screen coordinates.

❑ &pMsgBoxFontSize - Used to size the MsgBox control.

● Added new ListBox function - UpdateListRow(pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pRender). This function
allows the currently selected ListBox row to be updated and redrawn without having to re-
draw all the list box data.
The new Row Data string should be in the same format as that used when loading the List-
Box caption field (i.e.: either containing a single value or a series of (column) values sepa-
rated by the bcCOLBREAK$ character.
Parameters are:

❑ pCtrlNo - Control Number.

❑pRowData$ - New Row Data string value.

❑pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has
been redrawn.

● Added new ListBox function - AddListRow(pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pRender). Uses the same
parameters as the UpdateListRow described above but will add a new row without having
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to reload all the list box data.
New row is inserted so as to preserve the row order.

● Added new ListBox Function - DeleteListRow(pCtrlNo,pRender). Enables the currently se-
lected list box row to be deleted without having to reload all the list box data.

● Added new ListBox function - SetClrCheckBox(pCtrlNo,pRowData$,pChecked,pRender).
This function allows ListBox Checkboxes to be set/cleared.
Parameters are:

❑ pCtrlNo - Control Number.

❑ pRowData$ - Row Data string identifying the row to be updated.

❑ pChecked - New setting of the CheckBox (1=Checked,0=Clear).

❑ pRender - Indicates whether a render action is to be performed after the row has
been updated.

● Added new function - GetCtrlXY(pCtrlNo,&pDisplayObj,&BmpObj,&pXCoord,&pYCoord).
This function returns the X and Y coordinates of the last touch made on a control. The func-
tion was added mainly for use with Picture controls.
The Bitmap Object can be used update the control's display (Eg: The
gr.bitmap.drawinto.start/end commands can be used to change the bitmap object could be
changed in some way based on the returned X/Y values and then used to update the con-
trol's display by calling the "gr.modify pDataObj,"bitmap",CreatedBitmapObj" command).
Note: For non-picture controls the display object number will refer to the control's Data Text
or, for Shape controls, either the Background object (if Shape filled) or Border object (for
non-filled Shapes). These object numbers can still be used in gr.modify commands if re-
quired.
The X and Y coordinates are relative to the top left hand corner of the control (i.e.: values
range from 0,0 to Control Width,Control Height).
The parameters are:

❑ pCtrlNo - Control Number.

❑ &pDisplayObj - Display List Object Number of the drawn control.

❑ &pBmpObj - Bitmap Object used to draw control.

❑ &pXCoord - Last Touch X coordinate.

❑ &pYCoord - Last Touch Y coordinate.

● Added new styles - bcQUICKNAVA$ and bcQUICKNAVN$. These apply to ListBox and
ComboBox type controls only.
The idea was to speed up the row selection of these controls when there is a large number
of rows present.
If one of these styles is assigned then clicking the Title Bar of a ListBox or the ComboBox
control once the drop down list is displayed will result in a dialog being displayed.
This dialog will allow either the required row number to be selected (style bcQUICKNAVN$)
or the alphabetic character that selected row should start with (style bcQUICKNAVA$).
Note: The action of the buttons used in this selection process will repeat if the button is held
down.

● Reworked Control State code. This is the code involved in Show, Hide, Enable and Disable
processing,
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● Added Form Colour parameter to StartNewForm function. This enables the screen back-
ground colour to be set each time a new form is drawn. New function call format:
 StartNewForm(pDateSize,pSound$,pFrmScale,pMsgBoxFontSize,pFrmColour)
A screen size filled rectangle is drawn as the first object on each new form which can be set
to any colour.

● Added two new parameters to TouchCheck function -
rc=TouchCheck(pPeriod,pFirstCtrl,pLastCtrl).
The pFirstCtrl and pLastCtrl parameters can be used to specify which sub-set of a form's
controls are to be checked for clicks. This allows, for example, a Frame control to be made
visible and then only the controls contained within the frame to be checked for clicks.
 If a sub-set range of controls is specified and something other than one of these controls is
clicked, the TouchCheck function will return a value of pFirstCtrl+2000.
For the default action (i.e. To check all controls on a form) set the pFirstCtrl and pLastCtrl
parameters to zero.
Example code for a popup Frame containing two controls, ctrlAction and ctrlClose:

selCtrl=TouchCheck(Period,lFirstCtrl,lLastCtrl)
sw.begin selCtrl
,,,
sw.case ctrlShowFrame
   lFirstCtrl=ctrlAction           % Only these 2 controls will be checked for clicks.
   lLastCtrl=ctrlClose
   rc=ShowCtrl(frameCtrl,1) % Show popup frame (and any controls it contains).
   sw.break
sw.case ctrlAction
   popup "process action.",0,0,0
   sw.break
sw.case ctrlAction+2000     % Only required if non-control click should close frame.
sw.case ctrlClose
   lFirstCtrl=0                       % Reset values so all form controls checked for clicks.
   lLastCtrl=0
   rc=HideCtrl(frameCtrl,1)  % Hide popup frame (and any controls it contains).
   sw.break
...
sw.end

● Changed previously unused ListBox AddControl pMiddle parameter to indicate the re-
quired Row Height to be used when drawing the ListBox. If pMiddle parameter is zero then
the old calculated Row Height will be used.

● Changed previously unused Frame AddControl Data Background Colour to set data area
background colour.

● Changed Shape controls to be clickable (bcFRMSHAPE). No processing takes place. It
just causes control's ID to be returned by TouchCheck function (same action as a Button
control).

● Changed Display controls to be clickable (bcFRMDISPLAY). No processing takes place. It
just causes control's ID to be returned by TouchCheck function (same action as a Button
control).

● Bug Fix - Reduced max. size of Combo Box List (10 entries) when not enough space above
and below ComboBox control.

● Bug Fix - ModCtrlCap now updates ListBox Heading Text.
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● Bug Fix - Previous values not cleared when ModCtrlCap used on ListBox and new number
of data lines less than displayed rows.

● Bug Fix - Separate Header Area on Frames no longer drawn/displayed if Caption is blank.

● Added New sample program - Food Manager. To install Copy the 'FoodManager v1.00.bas'
file to the Basic! Source directory and the Food Manager Directory containing the support
files to the Basic! Data directory. It was designed for use on a phone with a screen Size 480
x 800 in portrait mode.

● Added User Guide (this document). To do this, most of the general comments, including the
Change History section, were stripped out of the GraphicControlsTestBed.bas program and
reworked to create this initial attempt at a user guide.

v1.06 Changes
● Bug Fix. ComboBox Drop down code rewritten. Drop down list now automatically resizes

and changes orientation (whether it appears above or below combo box control) to cope
with different list sizes. Maximum displayed Drop down list size is still 10 entries. For more
than 10 entries a scroll bar will appear.

● Added new function - rc=DeleteBitmaps(). This function will delete ALL bitmaps in memory
created Or loaded by the various Graphic Controls functions for the current form (if any).
The DeleteBitmaps Function is now called at the start of the StartNewForm function so
each form should start with a clean memory. The function can be called directly if required
(although I can't think of a reason why) but care should betaken not to call the routine while
the current form is still being used as this can cause deleted bitmaps errors.

● Added a keyboard check into the TouchCheck function. This was mainly done to support
the Menu key. The TouchCheck routine can return for three different reasons. (1) A control
was clicked or Updated (return value set to number of Control), (2) a timeout occurred (us-
ing the Period parameter - Return value set to zero) or (3) a key was pressed (return value
set to key number). Currently only four keys are detected - Menu (82), Find (84), Volume
Up (24) and Volume Down (25). In order to distinguish a key number from a Control
number one thousand is added to the key number thus the return code will be 1082 if the
Menu key is pressed.

● Bug Fix - bcNOBORDER$ style. All controls should now draw borderless if bcNOBOR-
DER$ style specified.
On the Test Bed display press the "Toggle Borders" button to switch between bordered
controls And non-bordered controls.

● Added new function - SetCalColours. Enables the message box colours to be set.
e.g.
rc=SetCalColours(CalBak,MYButText,MYButFace,YMText,DayHeadBak,DayHeadTxt,SSB
ak,MTWTFBak,GridCol,DayNoTxt,SelDayBak,SCButText,SCButFace)
where  CalBak     = Calendar Background colour
 MYButText  = Calendar Year/Month Button Text colour
 MYButFace  = Calendar Year/Month Button Face colour
 YMText     = Calendar Year/Month Text colour
 DayHeadBak = Calendar Day of Week Background colour
 DayHeadTxt = Calendar Day of Week Text colour
 SSBak      = Calendar Weekend Background colour
 MTWTFBak   = Calendar Week Day Background colour
 GridCol    = Calendar Grid Lines colour
 DayNoTxt   = Calendar Day Number Text colour
 SelDayBak  = Calendar Selected Day Background colour
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 SCButText  = Calendar Select/Cancel Text colour
 SCButFace  = Calendar Select/Cancel Face colour
Once set all subsequently drawn Calendars will use the new colours, even if new forms are
invoked, until the function is called again to set new colours. On the Test Bed display press
the "Toggle Cal. Colours" button to switch between two sets of calendar colours.

● Added 3 new styles - bcALIGNDATLEFT$, bcALIGNDATCENTRE$ and bcALIGN-
DATRIGHT$. Used to align a control's data. Default Left is left align. Only applies to Dis-
play, String and Text controls. The styles to align a control's label (bcALIGNLEFT$,
bcALIGNCENTRE$ and bcALIGNRIGHT$) now work on all controls.

v1.05 Changes
● Bug - ComboBox Drop down list. Drop down was only appearing if list had 10 or more en-

tries when it was first drawn.

● ComboBox Vertical Scroll Bar. Vertical scroll bar will now appear if it was previously hidden
if New list entry(s) are added.

● Added new variable MsgBoxFontSize. This is used to set the font size in message boxes.
This means that the DateSize variously which was previously used is now only used to de-
termine the size of the Calendar display. The following sample code was added to the Test
Bed program showing how the value might be resized to suit different screen sizes:
 MsgBoxFontSize=20/FrmScale  <- Scale font size similar to scaling applied to all
other controls.
 if MsgBoxFontSize>25 then   <- Limit maximum size to 25 (unnecessary?)
  MsgBoxFontSize=25
 endif

● Added MsgBoxFontSize parameter to the StartNewForm function.
e.g. rc=StartNewForm(DateSize,bcSOUNDON$,FrmScale,MsgBoxFontSize)
This means that each form could have different message box font sizes if required.

● Added new function SetMsgBoxColours. Enables the message box colours to be set.
e.g.
rc=SetMsgBoxColours(HedClr,BdyClr,BtnBdrClr,BtnBdyClr,HedTxtClr,BdyTxtClr,BtnTxtClr)
where  HedClr    = Message Box Header Background colour
 BdyClr    = Message Box Body Background colour
 BtnBdrClr = Message Box Button Border colour
 BtnBdyClr = Message Box Button Body colour
 HedTxtClr = Message Box Header Text colour
 BdyTxtClr = Message Box Body Text colour
BtnTxtClr = Message Box Button Text colour
Once set all subsequently drawn message boxes will use the new colours, even if new
forms are invoked, until the function is called again to set new colours. On the Test Bed dis-
play press the "YesNo" option button for a "tasteful" example of a re-coloured message
box.

● Added 4 new functions - ModCtrlCapTxtCol, ModCtrlCapBakCol, ModCtrlDatTxtCol and
ModCtrlDatBakCol. They can be used to change a Controls Caption Text colour, Caption
Background colour, Data Text colour and Data background colour. All 4 functions have the
same parameters (i.e. pCtrlNo,pColour,pRender where pCtrlNo is the Control Number,
pColour is the new colour and pRender indicates whether a render command should be
executed after the colour has been changed. The processing behind the two "Mod" buttons
in the Test Bed program have been changed to demonstrate the effect of these commands.
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● Added new Button style - bcFLAT$. Causes the 3D button border not to be drawn which
results in the button appearing as just a filled rectangle.
See ModCapTest and ModDatTest buttons on Test Bed display for examples. The ModDat-
Test button also has bcNOBORDER$ style.

● Added new ListBox style - bcICON$. Causes a small icon to drawn at the start of each data
line. When the bcIcon$ style is used the program expects each line of data to begin with
the icon filename (including extension) to be drawn followed by the bcColBreak$ charac-
ter. This is just like adding a further column to the bcLISTVIEW$ data lines but does not
require a column definition like other fields. This filename is used with the PicPath$ param-
eter to locate the physical file.
Notes:
(1) The icon bitmap files are not resized so they should be designed to fit within a list box
line. Typically use the same size as the Font size (e.g. For Font Size 20 use Bitmaps 20 x
20).
(2) The bcICON$ and bcFILEDIALOG$ are mutually exclusive with the bcICON$ style tak-
ing priority.
Use the new "Show Icons" checkbox control on the Test Bed display to toggle the icon dis-
play on and off. The 4 new small icon files (Information20.png, Critical20.png,
Exclamation20.png and Question20.png) must be present in the Basic's Data directory for
this to work.

v1.04 Changes
● Added new Style - bcMULTSEL$. Applies only to a ListBox control with the style bc-

CHECKBOX$ and allows multiple lines to be checked. Default is now to allow only one line
to be checked. Previously there was no control on how many lines were checked.

● Changed orientation of arrows on SpinButton control buttons.

● Added new Style - bcHHMMONLY$. Causes Time control (see below) to show just Hours
and Minutes fields.

● Added new Control - bcFRMTIME. Operates like SpinButton allowing Hours, Minutes
and/or Seconds fields to be adjusted. Note - Width of Control is automatically set allow for
required number of fields (i.e.: Middle + {6 or 7 * Height} - where Middle can be zero if no
Caption required).

● Removed Control Style bcLISTONLY$ as it was the default style on Select control and not
used.

● Added new Control - bcFRMCOMBOBOX. if Control Style bcALLOWNEW$ specified then
new entries can be added, !***    Default is not to allow new entries. Press down arrow to
display drop down list (or drop "up" list If control to close to bottom of screen). Press Data
area to add new entry when allowed (i.e.: style bcALLOWNEW$ specified). Drop Down list
will auto size for up to max of 10 entries. If more than 10 entries a vertical scroll bar will be
added to list display to enable values to be scrolled.

● Added clip command to Data text draw routine to stop long text values being drawn outside
of control boundary. Apples to bcFRMDISPLAY, bcFRMSTRING, bcFRMTEXT, bcFRM-
SELECT, bcFRMDATE, bcFRMSPINBUTTON And bcFRMCOMBOBOX controls only. For
Caption texts and other controls any problems should probably be removed during the form
design process.
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● If the data area on control types bcFRMSTRING, bcFRMTEXT, bcFRMSELECT and bc-
FRMCOMBOBOX is pressed for at least half a second then a standard popup will appear
showing the complete data value.

v1.03 Changes
● Calendar now adopts Border style of the Date control invoking the Calendar display. If the

Date control has the style bcNOBORDER$ then no border will be drawn round the Calen-
dar.
The bcNOBORDER$ style can now be added the MsgBox$ Buttons$ string to stop a Bor-
der being drawn round the Message Box (e.g.: rc$=MsgBox$("Message
String",bcOKONLY$+bcINFORMATION$+bcNOBORDER$,"TitleString")

● Added new "FrmScale" parameter to StartNewForm Function (i.e.:
StartNewForm(pDateSize,pSound$,pFrmScale). This parameter is used to size form con-
trols to suit different screen resolutions (e.g.: setting value to 1 will leave all sizes as de-
fined and setting value to 2 will half all sizes). A simple way of setting this value is to divide
the Screen Width the form was designed to fit by the Screen Width of the device the pro-
gram is running on. Thus if a form designed to fit a screen width of 1280 is run on a device
with a screen width of 800 - value should be set to 1.6 (1280/800). Reminder: the Caption
value of List Boxes with the List View style contains column widths and these will need cor-
rected manually. Search sample code below for examples of using the FrmScale value.

● Bug Fix - Corrected Calendar Day Number display (previous Day Numbers not cleared be-
fore new Day Numbers drawn.

● Bug Fix - Wrong variable used as path in draw picture routine which prevented pictures not
in the default data folder being loaded.

● Bug Fix - Column Headings on List box-Listview were displayed one column to right.

● Changed string "Break" characters to use non-typeable characters, bcRECBREAK$ is now
the Registered Symbol "(R) chr$(174)", bcCOLBREAK$ is the Copyright Symbol "(c)
char$(169)" and bcFLDBREAK$ is the Middle Top Dot (chr$(183)). This was done mainly to
stop strings containing "#" characters causing problems.

● Added new sample program - SourceViewer.bas. Apart from being an example of multiple
form usage it also serves two purposes. One, it will check nesting levels and reformat Ba-
sic! source files With variable indenting and two, if the GraphicControls.bas file is loaded it
can be used to create a customised version containing just the required selected routines.
The Core Components should always be selected. Warning - it can/will take a few minutes
for the GraphicControls.bas to be loaded.

● Changed Frame disable action. All controls within frame are still grayed out (by altering al-
pha setting) but the frame itself is not. This as done because if the frame was on top of oth-
er controls, these other !***    controls became visible behind the frame while it was
disabled which looked a bit odd.

● Various tweaks.

v1.02 Changes
● Added new MsgBox$ style - bcCUSTOM$ = "m". If specified then the Title string will as-

sumed to be in the form of a bcRECBREAK$ separated list consisting of the MsgBox$ Title
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followed by 1 to 3 Button captions.
Examples: "Letter
Options"+bcRECBREAK$+"Create"+bcRECBREAK$+"Edit"+bcRECBREAK$+"Cancel"
                  "Print Copies"+bcRECBREAK$+"1"+bcRECBREAK$+"2"+bcRECBREAK$+"3"
                  "Help"+bcRECBREAK$+"Close"
The MsgBox$ function will return the displayed caption of the button pressed as usual.

● Added new ListBox style - bcHIDEGRID$ = "g". Turns OFF grid lines - Default is ON (this
can easily be changed in a future release if a default of "HIDEGRID" preferred).

● Added new constant - bcCOLBREAK$. Used to split a record into column values.

● Added new constant - bcFLDBREAK$. Used to split a column into sub-field values.

● Added new ListBox style - bcLISTVIEW$ = "v". Enables list box data to be displayed in Col-
umns Left, Centre or Right aligned. Listview style requires same list box caption format as
other styles
(i.e.:
"Caption"+bcRECBREAK$+"Data1"+bcRECBREAK$+"Data2"+bcRECBREAK$+"Dat
a3"+....")
but enhanced as follows:
The Caption entry is enhanced to hold the column definitions.
(e.g.: "Caption"
          changes to
        "Caption"+bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a"
                       +bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a"
                       +bcCOLBREAK$+"coln"+bcFLDBREAK$+"nnn"+bcFLDBREAK$+"a"
        for a three column display
        where "coln" is the Column Name,
                   "nnn" is the column Width in pixels and
                   "a" is the column alignment - 1=Left, 2=Centre, 3=Right).
The Line values are enhanced to indicate column Field values -
(e.g.: "Data1"
           changes to
          "Da"+bcCOLBREAK$+"t"+bcCOLBREAK$+"a1"
           to break the value into 3 column values "Da", "t" and "a1").
Listview style also impacts on GetCtrlData$, function will return column number clicked on
followed by selected line value -
(e.g.: "2(R)Da(c)t(c)a1" indicates second column "t" was clicked
          - bcRECBREAK$ and bcCOLBREAK$ characters represented by (R) and (c) ).

● Added new control type bcFRMSHAPE. The control caption indicates what shape is to be
drawn. Caption should be set to "Line", "Rect", "Oval" or "Circle". The Top, Left, Width and
Height parameters define the shapes size. For a circle which ever is the smaller of the
Width and Height will define the diameter of the circle. Shapes are drawn using the caption
Text colour. The Font size parameter sets the line thickness - default setting is 1.

● Added new constant - bcSHAPEFILL$. Causes drawn shape to be filled with the caption
background colour.

● Reworked ModCtrlCap and ModCtrlData functions to work properly with all controls. Cap-
tions and Data can now be altered using these commands. The ModCtrlCap function up-
dates a controls title area and data selection area for controls that that have selection data
in the caption string. The ModCtrlData updates the selected data value for a control.

● Press two new test buttons to see effect. For Picture control press the "Edit" button which
now calls the ModCtrlData function to change picture with the Data Value$ set to name of
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picture. Path should not be included in picture name as the path specified in the DrawForm
function will be used.

v1.01 Changes
● Bug fixed - reworked control hide/show and enable/disable logic to handle situations where

control was already hidden or disabled (Hidden items were appearing after a global
disable/enable control cycle when HourGlass used).
As a result of "nesting" disabled requests it is possible to loose track and a control may not
be enabled when instructed to do so. The pRender parameter on the EnableCtrl command
has been enhanced to overcome this problem.
Setting pRender to 3 or 4 will force the control to be enabled (i.e.: 3=Force Enable,4=Force
Enable and do a gr.Render).

● Bug fixed - vertical/horizontal alignment of text in bcFRMDISPLAY, bcFRMFRAME and bc-
FRMLISTBOX controls. Captions for these control should align correctly if bcALIGNLEFT$,
basinet$ or bcALIGNRIGHT$ used.

● If CtrlMiddle=0 on a bcFRMDISPLAY then only Data Text drawn using default left align-
ment.

● If CtrlMiddle=CtrlWidth on a bcFRMDISPLAY then only Caption Text drawn using alignment
styles.

● Change - If no filename specified for a bcFRMPICTURE control then "Question.png" will be
used. Bitmap needs to be created for future use and I don't know how to create an empty
bitmap.

● Added new parameter to StartNewForm(pDateSize,pSound$). If the new pSound$ parame-
ter is set to "Y" a sound will be made each time a control is touched. Two new constants
(bcSOUNDON$ and bcSOUNDOFF$) have been added.

● Added new function - SetSound(pSound$). Turns Sound on and off. Use bcSOUNDON$
and bcSOUNDOFF$ constants as parameter values.

● Added new ListBox style - bcLISTBOXRIGHT$. If used ListBox entries will be right aligned
(useful for numeric entries).

● Added new ListBox style - bcLISTBOXLAST$. If used then each time new ListBox Entry
List is changed (using the ResetListBox function) the ListBox will be drawn showing the last
entries in the list regardless of any selection.

● Added new style - bcDISABLED$. Enables controls to be created disabled.

● Included a sample program Calculator.bas that uses the Graphic Controls include. Uses
above new ListBox Styles. Calculator should auto size to fit screen size and orientation.

● Altered ListBox on Test Bed display to show actual file names and folders. Go to Parent
Folder and show children of a selected folder also work. Code to handle this is in the test
bed program not built into the GraphicControls.bas file. That way it could be customised to
handle different requirements (e.g.: Folder selection as opposed to File selection, selecting
specific File Types, etc.). Possibly a candidate for a new include GraphicStdDialogs.bas?

● Added code to auto switch between the large and small definitions based on screen size.
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v1.00 Changes
● Changed Filenames. New Filenames are:

❑GraphicControls.bas        (was GraphicsInclude.bas)

❑GraphicConstants.bas       (was GraphicsConstants.bas)

❑GraphicControlsTestBed.bas (was GraphicsTesBed.bas)

● Change to hide rather than gray out ListBox icons when ListBox control disabled.

● Corrected bug where a Control Border defaulted to 3D style when no Style settings speci-
fied.

● Added HideCtrl(pCtrlNo,pRender) and for completeness ShowCtrl(pCtrlNo,pRender). As
the required processing required by ShowCtrl() is exactly the same as the existing Ena-
bleCtrl() routine, it simply calls that routine.

● Added new button only style - bcGRAPHIC$. If used the control caption will be assumed to
name the picture in the Basic! Data Folder to be drawn (sized and centred) on the button
face. Picture name should include extension (i.e.: "cartman.png" not just "cartman").

● Test Graphic Button added to bottom of Test Bed panel.

● Added new style - bcNOTCLICKABLE$. Stops Controls reacting to a touch event. Intro-
duced mainly to prevent a picture used as a background being "clicked".

● Reversed order controls are checked for a touch event. Previously search started with first
control drawn and ended with last control drawn. New search starts with last control drawn
and ends with first control drawn thus checking the controls in z-order (i.e.: foreground to
background). This allows controls drawn on top of another control (e.g.: a picture) to be
"clicked".

● Added new style - bcHIDE$. Enables controls to be created hidden.

v0.9 Changes
● ModCtrlCap & ModCtrlData no longer update stored Caption$ or Data$ values for a control,

they just use the text parameter to update displayed value.

● Old entries not being cleared when ResetListBox function called.

● Added two new functions HourGlass_Show(pStyle,pDisable) and
HourGlass_Hide(pEnable) useful for indicating an action is taking sometime.
The "pStyle" parameter determines which HourGlass icon will be shown (1=Starting,
2=Midway (default) or 3=Finished).

❑ Setting the parameter "pDisable" to 1 will disable ALL controls when HourGlass dis-
played.

❑ Setting the parameter "pEnable" to 1 will reset ALL controls back to the state they
were in when the HourGlass was first displayed.

❑ This disable/enable action can be used to prevent any user interaction taking place
until processing is completed.

❑ Touch Option Button "Show Wait" to demo display/hide Hourglass functions sepa-
rated by a 2 second pause.
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● Added Clip function to ListBox to truncate long list box entries.

● Added new styles for ListBox control - bcCHECKBOX$ and bcFILEDIALOG$.
If bcCHECKBOX$ style assigned then a CheckBox icon will added to the start of each en-
try.

❑ The program will automatically prefix all ListBox entries with either "[_]" or "[X]" to
indicate the entries checked status. Use function GetCtrlCap$ to retrieve updated
entry list followed by Split function to access individual entries.

❑ Touching the Checkbox Icon will toggle the CheckBox setting on and off.

❑ Touch the "CheckBox" Option button on the Test Bed display to toggle between en-
tries with and without Checkboxes

If bcFILEDIALOG$ style assigned then ListBox entries will be formatted as follows:

❑ An Entry beginning with ".." with be displayed as is.

❑ Entries ending with "(d)" will be displayed with a prefixed Folder style Icon and the
trailing "(d)" text removed.

❑ All other Entries will be displayed with a prefixed File style Icon.

❑ Touch the "FileDialog" Option button on the Test Bed display to toggle between a
"Normal" and "FileDialog" formatted ListBox.

● Implemented minimum Height for Thumb Slider on ListBox vertical scroll bar.

● Added new style to allow horizontal positioning of controls:

❑ bcCTRLLEFT$   Draws Control offset left of screen centre by specified Left value.

❑bcCTRLCENTRE$ Draws Control at Centre of screen.

❑bcCTRLRIGHT$  Draws Control offset right of screen centre by specified Left value.

● MsgBox$ can now display an icon alongside the message text, if required. Four icons are
available - Information, Question, Exclamation and Critical. See sample code and com-
ments for details.

● Added new style bc3DBorder$ - draws 3D style border around a control. Style applied to
ListBox in Test Bed program.

v0.8 Changes:
● ListBox Buttons not hidden when ListBox initially empty.

● New String Value not being displayed.

● Text Field operation changes. Data Value changed to format:
"Text Title"+bcRECBREAK$+"Text Body lines with ^^ characters indication a CRLF". Text
Title section will be displayed in the Controls Data Area. When drawn the Text Control has
a button drawn on the right hand side. If pressed this button will cause an Input Box to be
displayed allowing the Title to be edited. Pressing elsewhere on the Text Control will cause
the Text Input panel to be displayed allowing the Text Body to be viewed and/or edited. If
required the Title Edit button can be suppressed by assigning the new bcNOTITLEEDIT$
style to the control. This allows a program to assign Title Texts/Subjects/Keys which the
user cannot alter.
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● MsgBox$ now establishes overall width by looking at the width of all lines rather than just
the first. Text lines are now left aligned.

v0.7 Changes:
● Added ResetListBox(pCtrlNo) Function.

● Reworked Disable/Enable Functions - mainly so ListBox, Option Buttons and CheckBox
controls are handled properly.

● Changed Period code in TouchCode(pPeriod) Function - use of keyword Exit in variable
caused program to exit.

● MsgBox$ can now handle up to 10 lines of text - updated MsgBox$ demo code.

● Reworked Button Drawing Routine.

● Corrected SetColor function - changed decoding order from RGB to BGR.

● Changed Colours by making them lighter. Previous colour numbers still there in comments
if new colours not acceptable. Added Colour Palette display.

● Fixed Select Control "AllowNew" option.
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